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nostalgia that I undertake to write this Dean’s Message for Minerva 2019. Stepping
down as dean at the end of June 2020, I look forward to returning to the faculty and
continuing to teach and do research in my home department (Chemistry), but also
to continue to teach periodically in Honors as well as to participate in this community
and to interact, especially with students. It is the focus directly on students that makes
the job of dean of Honors so special among similar positions at the university! A
particular pleasure has been my interactions with the Honors College Student Advisory
Board that has organized many events and enrichment programs for our students. The
Maine Day Meal Packout, in particular, has become a signature event with campus and
statewide impact.
Awesome. That’s how I would describe our Honors students who are profiled at the back of Minerva. Each has
successfully completed an independent project, and written and defended their thesis. They are from all different majors
and have such a wide range of talents and skills, including the ability to wrangle a faculty committee. The College continues
to thrive with entering classes of 300+ students each fall; this past year, 25 students got to participate in the pilot of a new
summer orientation program at Hurricane Island that focused on building community through service learning. Honors
preceptors Mark Haggerty and Melissa Ladenheim developed the project and led the inaugural edition of the course;
more about this fantastic new program on page 4.
Hurricane Island is just one example of the many ways the faculty are at the leading edge of the Honors endeavor.
The College depends critically on the work of our tenured and tenure-track faculty as well as our part-time faculty and
those who contribute from their home disciplines. This year saw the return of several tenured faculty from sabbaticals or
other forms of leave: on page 18, Rob Glover, Mimi Killinger, and Jordan LaBouff tell us about what they learned and
what they can bring back to Honors by going away to teach and do research at another institution. Elsewhere, Adjunct
Associate Professor of Art and Honors Preceptor Ed Nadeau explains his passion for Honors. Our curriculum committee,
led by faculty but with the participation of staff and students, continues to discuss and develop important changes in
our present curriculum. And this year, the faculty of the College are leading a major curriculum revisioning process that
builds on work of prior years to make our curriculum more flexible and focused on the goal of better preparing students
for success in completing their thesis.
Faculty in Honors are also at the heart of our Research Collaboratives or RCs. The Sustainable Food Systems Research
Collaborative led the way in 2014 in creating and implementing this new model of research; to date, nearly a dozen
Honors theses can trace their origins to this program. A new RC in Genomics is led by Sally Molloy and Ben King, and is
intended to expand research opportunities for sophomores interested in biomedical research; the Genomics RC is funded
by our National Institutes of Health INBRE grant (IDeA Networks of Biomedical Research Excellence), which also has
funded a new lab space in Hitchner Hall to house its activities. The new lab should be ready by Fall 2020. Collaboratives
in the humanities include the Margaret Chase Smith Recipe Collection RC which is discussed on page 21 in a piece by
Dr. Rachel Snell, and Project Q, led by Dr. Jennie Woodard who introduces this RC on page 6. The Servant Heart RC,
which continues its work in Sierra Leone, was able to send several members to that country in June 2019; that inspiring
story can be read on page 9. Additional RCs are being developed and I am pleased that the model was adopted by the Office
of the Vice President for Research to fund nine Interdisciplinary Undergraduate Research Collaboratives in 2018-2019.
One of the pleasures of being the dean of the Honors College for the last seven years has been the opportunity to
talk with Honors alumni from every decade of the program’s existence. Invariably, these amazing men and women talk

about the impact that their professors in Honors had on their education, their professional lives, and on their identity as
educated citizens. And so many are willing to give back to UMaine and to Honors to ensure that the next generations
will also have the chance to be challenged, to do research, to travel, and to serve others. To alumni and donors alike, I can
only say thank you for your trust during my years of serving as dean and for allowing me to call upon you to help ensure
the future of this institution that is so dear to my heart. My deep gratitude, as well, to the professionals at the UMaine
Foundation for their consistent partnering in supporting the College.
I’ve been privileged to work with an amazing staff here in the Honors College. In my first couple of years, I was
immeasurably helped and coached by longtime Assistant Dean Barbara Ouellette and Administrative Specialist Deb Small.
Much was written about them in Minerva when they retired in 2016 and 2019, respectively, but it is hard to convey in
words the deep measure of gratitude that I bear to each of them for their dedication to Honors, guidance, and friendship.
When Barbara Ouellette retired, I was able to hire Dr. Melissa Ladenheim as the associate dean of the College. Melissa
has been fully engaged with all aspects of Honors education at the University of Maine and unstintingly shares her ideas, her
warmth and caring for students, and her energy and time to create and implement programs for the benefit of the College
and its students. Around the same time, Katie Kurz brought her considerable experience in university administration
to a new position as Financial and Personnel Manager for the College. With respect to the Honors front office, we were
fortunate to hire Kristin Beebe to step into Deb’s role in 146 Estabrooke Hall. You will see Kristin standing at her desk,
multi-tasking at the keyboard, her phone, and with stacks of forms. Kristin has truly taken on and mastered the task of
communicating with and keeping track of thousands of prospective students, hundreds of current students, nearly 2,000
Honors alumni, dozens of faculty, and the rest of us on staff!
At the intersection of student, staff, and even faculty roles are the Honors Associates. Perhaps no students exemplify
that awesomeness that I alluded to above more than the Honors Associates I have been privileged to work with over the
last seven years. Bre Bennett, Samantha Paradis, Nick Moore, Jennie Desmond (née Ferguson), Molly Hunt, Danielle
Walczak, Abby Bellefleur, Sean Cox, Noelle Leon-Palmer, Eric LeVasseur, and Emily Craig have all left an indelible mark
on Honors in their roles as teachers, event planners, editors, advisors and so much more. As in past years, we feature the
current Honors Associates, the totally awesome Kim Crowley and Cara Doiron, later in the magazine.
Please enjoy this issue of Minerva and join me in continuing to serve the Honors College mission of “igniting a
passion for learning.”
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I

T IS with great confidence in the future of Honors, but also with anticipation of instant

François G. Amar
Dean
As this issue of Minerva goes to press, we at the University
of Maine, like people all over the world, are coping with
the coronavirus outbreak. The staff and faculty of Honors
have risen to the challenge of teaching online and working
remotely, all while maintaining an extraordinary focus on
the academic progress and welfare of our students. It is a
privilege to continue to work with such a resilient group of
students, faculty, and staff.

Students and faculty alike enjoyed the 2019 Honors Welcome Back BBQ!
From left: Santiago Tijerina ‘23, Caitlyn Rooms ‘21, and Dean Amar.
Photo by Kim Crowley.

honors.umaine.edu
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The Hurricane Island Experience

T

HIS YEAR marked the Honors College’s inaugural

orientation trip to Hurricane Island—an experience
that our students and staff will surely never forget.
The Hurricane Island Center for Science and Leadership,
located off of the coast of Rockland, Maine, in Penobscot
Bay, hosts science education and leadership programs for
schools and organizations from around the United States.
Hurricane Island Director of Education and UMaine
Honors alumna Jenn Page ’03 created a dynamic
orientation program focused on community-building,
marine science, local history, and sustainability. Page
reconnected with the Honors community through this
new partnership developed in conjunction with an Honors
course, “Community Building and Engagement,” created
by preceptors Melissa Ladenheim and Mark Haggerty.
This service-learning course combines experiential and
traditional classroom learning in the exploration of
community, civic identity, and social responsibility.
Page, supported by Hurricane Island educator Kat
Duvall, led the students through activities such as raftbuilding, tidepool exploration, marine debris clean-ups,
and rowing in Penobscot Bay. In the midst of their active
learning, the students embraced the Maine outdoors and
camp experiences through shared hikes, solitude, campfires
and group meals.

by Kim Crowley

The students, who entered the program as strangers,
quickly bonded. As a group, they brainstormed a set of
community agreements intended to guide them during
their time on the island and throughout the semester.
Values such as inclusive respect and humility grounded their
experience and engendered a strong sense of community.
Students expressed gratitude and praise for the
experience. The following quotes are excerpts from their
written reflections:

Building Community

Honors Rocks the Boat

“The curriculum was unlike anything I had ever done before.
I had heard about community-building exercises, but to live
them was something else.”
“The shared solitude among people who I had known for
only a day or so gave me a comfort that I rarely share with
people that I have known for years. Being on this journey
together, and feeling comfortable enough to share silence,
developed a deeper understanding that we were not all that
different from one another.”
“Hurricane taught me to respect the boundaries of humans
and nature alike. I learned that community does not apply
only [to] us as human beings, but to nature. All life on this
planet exists in a balance.”
“My experience has taught me that everyone has a unique
bouquet of stories, interests, and passions and that they are
worth seeking.”
“The ideas that my group wrote down as qualities of a
healthy and vibrant community are the cornerstone of the
Honors College community. It is a dynamic community that
uses its diversity as a tool for a greater understanding of the
world and encourages all to speak their truth.” n

From left: Students take a walk in the woods on the island; first-year students Noah Burby ‘23 and Caroline Scott ‘23 are all smiles after a dip in the ocean.
Photos by Kim Crowley.
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Students prepare for a rowing
excursion off Hurricane Island.

honors.umaine.edu
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Sally Curran

I

NEQUALITY BEFORE the law is a fundamental problem
for our society. In the criminal justice system, defendants
may be treated differently depending on their race, ethnicity,
gender, or social standing. The Honors class of 2022 wrestled
with these ideas as presented in the 2018 Honors Read,
Just Mercy by Bryan Stevenson. However, the judiciary also
comprises a civil-court system that addresses issues such as
housing, contracts, divorce, and many other matters.
On Wednesday, April 17, 2019, attorney Sally Curran
’02 joined us as the Rezendes Visiting Scholar in Ethics and
addressed the persistent inequities in the civil side of the court
system in her talk, “Advocating for Justice: Lawyers’ Roles in
Social Change.” A central problem is the systematic lack of
access to representation in court proceedings for immigrants,
the poor, and members of other marginalized groups. Curran,
who is executive director of the Volunteer Lawyers Project of
Onondaga County in Syracuse, New York, discussed the ways
in which lawyers can not only level the playing field for these
groups in court but can also advocate for changes in the law or
its systematic application to increase fairness and justice for all.
The day after her talk, Curran was joined by her wife and
young child for an informal breakfast with Honors students. n

Members of Project Q engage with some of their texts.
From left: Aiden Ciaffaglione ‘21, Maddy Jackson ‘20, and faculty member Dr. Jennie Woodard. Photo by Kim Crowley.

Project Q
by Jennie Woodard

E

ACH YEAR I look forward to the week that we read

Mary Shelley’s Frankenstein in HON 211. It’s usually
in October and the mood is just right for discussion
of this classic Gothic novel. Recently in the midst of
fascinating discussions over the portrayal of father-son
relationships in Frankenstein, a student asked, “Do you
think there’s a queer reading here? Because I totally see the
monster as the gay or trans kid being rejected by his father.”
I have been teaching this novel for nearly a decade, but
this was the first time a student had brought this analysis
to my attention. The student’s comment reminded me
of an article a colleague had sent some years back relating
queer identity and Frankenstein; an analysis that has been
around, in literary and LGBTQ+ circles, for a long time.
As I revisited the article and thought about my student’s
contribution to our discussion, I realized that just because
this student was the first to say it one of my classes doesn’t
mean they were the first to think it. How many students
have wanted to explore issues of queer identity, culture,
or politics in the classroom but haven’t, perhaps because
they were afraid they might disrupt the instructor’s plan or
reveal more about themselves than they felt comfortable?
From these questions was born Project Q, an open,
academic collaborative in the Honors College dedicated to
LGBTQ+ research. Each meeting serves as a space where

6
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students and faculty share their queer-related research,
writing, and projects for discussion and feedback, leading to
concrete projects for students looking to conduct their own
undergraduate research. For example, one student, Maddy
Jackson ‘20, began exploring the gendered marketing of
women’s fiction for her Honors thesis, but after discussions
with fellow students in Project Q meetings, she realized
that many of the books she had read focused on lesbian
relationships. As a result, she chose to redirect her thesis to
examine and uncover stories of marginalized queer women
who are often left out of the discourse of women’s fiction.
Project Q inspired the research of Aiden Ciaffaglione ‘21
on queer activism at UMaine in the 1970s. Aiden notes,
“Project Q has empowered me personally and educationally.
Before Project Q, I did not feel as comfortable talking
about queer identity or theory in any of my classes, nor
did I really believe my identities were valued by researchers.
Beyond providing me with a research topic, Project Q
has allowed me to express my identities confidently
while also voicing my concerns as a queer student
on campus/in the Honors College.”
Project Q provides a space for students to feel safe in
their own identities, conduct research, explore avenues of
interest, and collaborate with students and faculty on the
topics that matter to them most. n

Honors Traditions

Rezendes Visiting Scholar in Ethics

2019 John M. Rezendes Ethics
Essay Competition
The topic for 2019 was “Advocacy and Accountability.”
Essays could address questions such as: What are the ethical
concerns of the advocate when representing vulnerable and/
or marginalized people? What role might an individual’s
personal moral beliefs and motivations play when acting as
an advocate? What is the relationship between advocacy and
law, public policy and/or the justice system?
First Place: Meghan Frisard ‘19H, “HELP, I’M TRAPPED: Ethical
From left: Beau Rezendes, Cheryl Rulewich, Christopher Burke ‘22,
Meghan Frisard ‘19H, Dominique DiSpirito ‘22, and Sally Curran.

Patient Advocacy in the Age of TRAP Laws”
Finalists: Christopher Burke ‘22, “The Ethical Implications of
Perfected Artificial Intelligence”; Dominique DiSpirito ‘22, “Our
Ethical Responsibility to Improve Suicide Prevention Strategies”

honors.umaine.edu
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Sierra Leone

Servant
Leadership &
Educational
Partnerships
in Sierra Leone
by Melissa Ladenheim

A

RRIVING at Lungi airport on the outskirts of Freetown, Sierra

Children smile at the Leader United Methodist Church Primary School that the
UMaine Honors College team visited.
Bo, Sierra Leone, West Africa. Photo by Patty Morell.
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Leone, I was struck by the expansive sky with billowing clouds,
towering palm trees, and lush vegetation standing in contrast to
the earthy tones of the dirt roads. It is a beautiful, sometimes stark, but,
more often, breathtaking landscape. And it is hot, especially for a group
arriving in early June from New England.
I was also struck by how much of life in Sierra Leone is lived outside.
Streets bustle with people buying and selling goods. In dooryards, women
cook and do laundry, men sell handmade items, children play or hawk
jackfruit and pineapples to passing motorists, and chickens run wild as
tethered goats rest in the sun.
Traveling to Sierra Leone in June 2019 resulted from a proposal made
several years earlier by University of Maine alumni Patty Meyer Morrell
’73 and Allen Morrell ’73 who first went there in 2003. They have visited
Sierra Leone more than fifty times since, including an arduous eight-month
lockdown during the Ebola crisis in 2014-15. Expanding access to education
and supporting children who had experienced trauma and disrupted lives
due to civil war, Ebola, and other crises became their calling.
In 2016, the Morells came to the Honors College with a proposal.
Imagine, they said, if we could bring the capacities of UMaine to help Sierra
Leoneans meet challenges they face, and at the same time engage UMaine
students in work that enables them to see both their privilege and their
potential to be agents of change. Imagine the impact! Honors was a natural
home for this partnership, named the Servant Heart Research Collaborative
(SHRC), with its interdisciplinary cohort of students, commitment to
undergraduate research, and community engagement.
honors.umaine.edu
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Sierra Leone

From left: Along the road to Makeni, boys at a fruit stand receive a UMaine soccer ball signed and donated by the UMaine Women’s
Soccer Team. Photo by Patty Morell. Vendors in Koidu. Photo by Melissa Ladenheim.

Honors students, faculty, and staff, along with UMaine

Peace grant with Alli DellaMattera, ’18H, a UMaine sociology

to be taught side-by-side, separated by a tin half wall, with one

students in the US prepare for SAT or AP exams. But that

alumni and community partners in both the US and Sierra

graduate and primary creator of the AT workshops. Joining

teacher being paid and the other volunteering.

is not the format used in Sierra Leone. Instead, the NETT

Leone, make up the research collaborative. Together the

them were the Morells and three Honors faculty: myself, Dean

team has undertaken work on two educational projects in

François Amar, and Associate Professor Julie DellaMattera.

will we get out of this mess?”

platform is projected on a wall in a classroom packed with
students equipped with pencils and paper.

Sierra Leone is not so much a material culture as it is an

Touring schools to observe NETT being implemented

“We worked with teachers and their students to figure

Attachment Theory (AT) Workshop. NETT is an online

oral culture, with a lot of storytelling, music, and speech

filled our first days in Sierra Leone. Working from paper

out the best ways to use NETT in a large group setting,” said

tool used to help children prepare for high-stakes national

making. The capital is in social relationships and in this way

copies of past national exams, the Honors students inputted

François. “The energy was palpable as these eager students

exams, and the AT Workshop focuses on fostering healthy,

it’s a rich country. Your word matters. A promise is a promise,

the data and created NETT, an interactive system for users.

showed what they knew with pride. Students clapped for right

secure attachments by improving the quality of care given by

and a handshake truly means something.

“NETT is a browser-based tool that enables students to see

answers and cheered each other on.”

Work began in earnest in 2017 with Honors students
taking leadership roles in research and development. To

Julie, an experienced traveler, thought she understood
poverty until she came to Sierra Leone. “There are no basics…
poverty is what it is. But the people are amazing.”

past exams,” Stephen said.

Michael Sannoh, principal of the Junior Secondary School,

The stakes are high. Students who do not pass these

part of The Queen Rosary School in Bo, said “NETT is very,

national exams cannot promote in school. NETT enables

very helpful for the children...It is the first time we have such

date, over twenty undergraduates have been instrumental in

Likewise, François observed extremes of real poverty with

students to view types of questions asked, develop test taking

a wonderful opportunity in this country…Teachers and

building from the ground up both NETT and AT, taking

people living on the edge. But, also a great sense of community

strategies, and reduce anxiety through practice. “Most of the

children both benefit.”

each from concept to functional product being implemented

with people working together with positive energy and a sense

schools in Sierra Leone are under-resourced with learning

Even limited exposure to the NETT application is having

in Sierra Leone.

of joy. “In a country like Sierra Leone we see so much capacity,

materials, electricity, and other basic necessities,” said Amara

an impact. One school reported nearly 2.5 times as many

so much potential, so much energy, that a little bit of resources

S. Tunkara, a Sierra Leonean civil engineer and 2017 UMaine

students passed all five national exams in 2019 than in 2018,

put in the right place can make all the difference.”

The Honors team wanted to see how educators were using
the NETT and AT tools, and to see the impact they were hav-

Minerva 2019

“If we don’t teach our children,” said one teacher, “how

Sierra Leone: the National Exam Test Tool (NETT) and the

guardians to their children who have experienced trauma.
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From left: Alli DellaMattera, ‘19H, and Dr. Julie DellaMattera at the Child Rescue Centre in Bo. Photo by Patty Morell.
Junior secondary students in Koidu with UMaine sunglasses, lanyards, and stickers after a NETT class. Photo by Stephen Kaplan.

Mandela Fellow who traveled with the UMaine team. “NETT

and over half passed four or five exams. The results: 45

ing. This amplified a strong initial desire to visit Sierra Leone

Crises often disrupt formal education in Sierra Leone.

[helps] students practice exam techniques, identify the key

percent more students passed with a 75 percent reduction

and learn more about the country. The dream was realized

Recently, the government mandated free education, but

subject areas to focus on, understand exam time length, the

in failure, meaning 45 percent more students will continue

in June 2019 when Stephen Kaplan, ’22, a computer science

resources to fund that are scarce. Many teachers volunteer,

number of questions, and the number of choices provided.”

their education. In the 2018/19 school year alone, over 3000

student and key architect of NETT, traveled to Sierra Leone

some working years for free. Classrooms are packed with

NETT was first created envisioning a single student

with support from a Davis Family Foundation Projects for

students and it is not unusual for two classes in the same grade

sitting in front of a computer taking a practice test, much like

students in Bo and Kono benefitted from NETT.
Emmanuel G. Bangao, a NETT trainer in Kono District
honors.umaine.edu
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Sierra Leone

schools, is seeing much the same there. He said, “direct

“It’s an inclusive society,” Julie said. “People take care of

When they heard the reason and the changes that had occurred

experiences. The people there were so kind and so willing to

beneficiaries pass with good grades.” Bangao continued

each other.” She recalled that one woman with ten children

as a result of the training, the neighbors began to spend time

share their stories with us.”

that NETT helps to “identify the weaknesses and strengths

took in two more, both previously troublemakers, and the

with their own children and soon noticed the difference.

of students and teachers over a particular subject,” enabling

guardian attributed their turnaround to the AT training. “The

schools to address them.

workshops were a life-changer,” Julie said.

people there allows experiencing firsthand, rather than through

situations where they interacted with a wide range of people

abstract discussions and lectures, the reality of togetherness:

Patty commented on the value of UMaine’s team observing

from children and teachers to school directors and deputy

there is no “other,” for we are all human.

of NETT. “This has the potential to change a country, to

the AT trainings and talking with trainers and guardians. They

ministers in the Ministry of Education, and from a local mayor

“If everyone could step outside of their immediate bubble

better the lives of so many people.” [That is] “just so inspiring

learned that families credited the AT Workshop with giving

to sub-chiefs and Paramount Chiefs. Each meeting was an

as we have, the world would become fully connected and

to me.”

them the skills to work out their own problems, and that

opportunity to learn about Sierra Leone and its educational

absent of the ‘otherness’ that exists today,” said Stephen.

Observing the AT Workshop and speaking to caregivers

complaints by children and guardians alike had stopped. One

system, its needs and its potential, and how we could work

“Through connecting with others in this way, we establish

who had completed the training was equally powerful.

reason for this is the training’s emphasis on the 3T’s—Talk,

together to affect positive change. Although UMaine’s team

the mutual understanding necessary to promote peace on a

“There’s a lot of trauma history in Sierra Leone [and] all

Time, and Touch. Caregivers were told how important it is

was initially out of its comfort zone, Allen observed team

global scale.”

these things led to a lot of kids being orphaned and living

to talk with children, to spend time with them, and to touch

members became increasingly confident and grew noticeably

Alli knew going to Sierra Leone would change her life. “It

with parents who are not biological to them,” said Alli. Like

them. In a culture where touching is rare and where young

as individuals. Part of the experience of being in Sierra Leone

was the perfect way to finish my undergraduate experience,”

with NETT, AT trainings are projected onto a wall in a large

children look after younger children, the 3T’s were novel,

is recognizing how another culture sees you in terms of your

she said. About the AT Workshop she said, “I felt we’d

room where caregivers, often with their children, gather to

necessary, and transformative.

education, health, and clothes. You become aware of how

made a difference, but they [the guardians] didn’t realize

privileged you are and at the same time learn about ways you

what they’d done for us. Who you are is changed. I felt so

can contribute individually.

privileged…There was a tremendous sense of gratitude. It was

listen and learn from local trainers. “It took three years for our

Emmanuel, who is also one of the AT trainers, described

UMaine students to create the training, pilot it, and rewrite

how the Workshop had made a noticeable difference in how

it,” said Julie.

caregivers communicated with children who had experienced

If there is one word to describe the Servant Heart Research

In collaboration with partners at the CRC, Patty edited

trauma. AT is “changing many perspectives of caregivers/

Collaborative it is transformational. Students, educators, and

materials and then trained locals who conduct the workshops

parents in a positive way in order to really know WHO a

community partners here and in Sierra Leone engaged in

in Sierra Leone. To date, over 220 guardians have been or are

child is and to deal with a child positively,” he said. “[It] is

this evolving and exciting collaboration all bear witness to its

in the process of completing the AT Workshop.

making a huge impact by recreating the broken trust, love,

life-changing impacts.

when their lives were already so hard. “If we don’t…who
will?” they asked.

Minerva 2019

Allen noted that the team members found themselves in

“Immediately, I just saw this was huge,” said Stephen

Julie asked guardians why they took in the children

12

Traveling to distant places and truly connecting with

and relationship between the child and the parents/caregivers.”

Although the focus of the trip was to observe NETT

Another indicator of impact is neighbors asking AT

and AT in action, “in actuality,” said Stephen, “it was the

Workshop participants about playing with their kids.

people and the culture that defined the vast majority of our

truly humbling.”
Photos from left: Allen Morell ‘73, Sierra Leone missionary, with
local children in Lungi. Photo by Patty Morrell. Associate Dean
Melissa Ladenheim shares a moment with a local child in Sunday
church in Koidu. Photo by Stephen Kaplan. Homes in Koidu;
Dean François Amar walks with Patty Morell ‘73, Sierra Leone
missionary. Photos by Melissa Ladenheim.

honors.umaine.edu
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2019-2020 TIAA DISTINGUISHED HONORS GRADUATE LECTURE

E

MILY A. CAIN ’02H presented her TIAA Distinguished Honors

Graduate Lecture on September 24, 2019, titled “The Myth of
Electability: What it Really Takes for Women to Win.” Emily recounted
her Honors journey and trajectory in state and national politics, starting
with her degree in music education and her serving as one of the
first two Honors Associates under the founding Honors College dean,
Charlie Slavin.
She first ran for state office in 2003 and eventually served five terms
in the Maine Legislature, ultimately becoming the youngest woman
minority leader in state history. In 2017, she began her current position
as executive director of EMILY’s List, a national organization that
promotes pro-choice Democrat women candidates.
Her talk focused in part on the implicit gender biases that create
hurdles for women to achieve elected office, accounting in part for the
strong gender imbalance in Congress and in statehouses around the
country. A talented singer, Emily concluded her talk by leading the
audience in a rousing rendition of the Maine Stein Song.

Above: Dean François Amar presents Emily Cain with
a framed poster for her 2019-2020 TIAA Distinguished
Honors Graduate Lecture. Photo by Kim Crowley.

George Singal ‘67H

Outstanding Alumni
THREE HONORS ALUMNI were recognized by UMaine’s
Alumni Association (UMAA) Awards in 2019, and we asked
each to reflect on the role Honors played in their education.
Abtin Mehdizadegan ’10H received The Spirit of Maine
Achievement Award for his outstanding professional success
as “one of Arkansas’s foremost authorities on employment
law” and for “his generosity in taking on pro bono cases
[for which] he was named pro bono attorney of the year
in 2017.” Abtin said of his Honors experience, “[M]y
time in the Honors College was among the most defining
experiences of my life. It exposed me to highly intelligent
people—professors and peers alike—and forced me to think
about the world in its broader context...the Honors College
made me a better thinker, writer, and researcher—all tools
that I use every day in the practice of law.”
Paige Eggleston ’13H and Nate Wildes ’12H received
UMAA’s Rising Star Award. Eggleston, a staffer for Sen.
Susan Collins before starting law school in 2018, was
very involved in campus life as an undergraduate. She
was recognized for her work on the Hill along with her
continued loyal support of UMaine as her class president,

an advisor for the All Maine Women Mentor Program, and
secretary of the All Maine Women Alumni Affinity Group.
Paige reflected: “[M]y Honors experience directly impacted
my post-graduate path. I became a better listener, stronger
writer and communicator during small group discussions
with fellow students representing diverse academic disciplines, while presenting research at national conferences,
and through writing and defending a thesis. I have found
these skills, and others, to be invaluable during my professional career in Maine, D.C., and now in law school.”
Wildes has been described as a “champion for the
state of Maine,” a role he embraces after working out
of state for several years. Wildes was involved in student
government and did a congressional internship in Sen.
Olympia Snowe’s office. Back in Maine, Wildes founded
Flight Deck Brewing Company and now works for Live +
Work in Maine where he is executive director. “The Honors
College at UMaine,” Nate noted, “was an integral part of
providing the diverse educational experience I credit with
building the confidence, network, and skills necessary to
make the most of life and work.” n

Alumni Achievements

Alumni Achievements

Emily Cain ‘02H

2019 Harris Award Winner

T

he Honors College congratulated Hon. George Singal
‘67H as he received the President Abram W. Harris Award
from the University of Maine Foundation on Oct. 25, 2019.
Singal was the Honors College nominee for this award,
named for the third president of the University of Maine,
Abram Harris, who also helped establish the Phi Kappa Phi
Honor Society in 1897. Judge Singal graduated summa cum
laude from UMaine and from Harvard Law School with his
Juris Doctorate. He has had a long and distinguished career
as a lawyer and judge, and now serves as a district judge,
District of Maine, United States District Court, and as a judge
on the US Foreign Intelligence Surveillance Court.
Left: Hon. George Singal and his wife Ruthanne
Striar Singal at this past fall’s 1935 Society Tea.
Photo courtesy of Paige Holmes.

Left to right: Abtin Mehdizadegan ’10H; Paige Eggleston ’13H; Nate Wildes ’12H. Photos courtesy of the subjects and UMaine Marketing.
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by Ed Nadeau, Adjunct Associate Professor of Art and Honors Preceptor

“ Leonardo da Vinci

attributed all of his
scientific and artistic
accomplishments to
the same concept,
which he called saper
vedere (“sap-PEAR vehDARE-ay”) - “knowing
how to see.” We might
also call his gift visual
intelligence.
In today’s test-based
educational culture we
need greater clarity of
the importance of the
arts in order to foster
well-rounded scientists,
researchers, teachers
and other professionals.
It is my intent to help my
Honors students learn
how to see while honing
their visual intelligence.
16
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Ed Nadeau, Crows and Compost,
Oil on canvas, 2013

Faculty Focus

Faculty Focus

Why I Teach in Honors

While the students in my preceptorials are thoughtful, inquisitive learners,
I have found that, for the most part, their individual visual acuity usually needs
development. Development offers a clearer understanding of the Honors texts
we read, along with how to write more effectively. One way for me to help the
students in this development is to require them to all carry sketchbooks. In the
sketchbooks they are to draw and/or write in it everyday. It doesn’t matter what
they draw or the quality of their drawings, but that they are in the process of
drawing consistently.
Da Vinci talked about drawing a subject from life as much as possible, until
he captured the essence of the subject. From the essence of the image da Vinci’s
drawings were used to create larger transcendent drawings such as The Burlington
House Cartoon, 1499-1500, at The National Gallery in London.
It is by having the students observe and draw something from life, or to
even simply doodle, that helps them familiarize themselves with their subject,
allowing them to better express their intentions within their creative and academic
endeavors. The integration of the sketchbook in my preceptorial has been exciting
and inspirational for the students as well as myself. n

Olivia Bradstreet ‘20, Studio Art
Student of Ed Nadeau

“As an undergraduate student artist the sketchbook is a discourse
held in images between myself, the ideas drawn out, and the
(potential) viewer. Through drawing and writing, I can process the
visual information I’m consuming daily more fully and take stock
of my thoughts, feelings, and ideas inspired by said information.
In the sketchbook, I can begin culling and cultivating concepts for
artwork and journal on my studio philosophy, as well as build a
bank of images that can be reworked into my prints and sculptures.
In this way the sketchbook, like an action painting left on the
studio floor, is a record of my decisions and life as a maker, messy
and refined, bound into one living piece.”

From top: Ed Nadeau, adjunct associate
professor of art and Honors preceptor;
The Burlington House Cartoon by
Leonardo da Vinci, 1499-1500, London,
The National Gallery

honors.umaine.edu
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What You Learn When You Go Away
MIMI KILLINGER
ASSOCIATE PROFESSOR AND REZENDES
PRECEPTOR OF THE ARTS (HONORS)

I

AM GRATEFUL to the Honors College for making possible

What You Learn When
You Go Away
Faculty Perspectives

Jordan LaBouff in Seville, Spain

JORDAN LABOUFF
ASSOCIATE PROFESSOR AND CLAS-HONORS
PRECEPTOR OF PSYCHOLOGY

M

Y SABBATICAL represented a wonderful opportunity

to develop skills, research, and relationships that I
am excited to share with our students. During the fall, I
took a small group of our students on a semester abroad
in San Sebastián, Spain where we practiced cross-cultural
research, studied Spanish language together, and worked
in classrooms with diverse students from all over the globe.
Our cooperation with the University of the Basque Country
and our volunteering in local organizations has developed a
lasting partnership that will allow more students and faculty
to spend an Honors semester abroad in the Basque Country.
In the spring, I worked with colleagues at the University
of Texas in Austin and Baylor University in Waco, Texas.
While finishing some research projects in collaboration
with some of our recent Honors graduates, I spent time
learning about the two universities’ approaches to Honors
education and worked with faculty at those schools to
try to understand what our common goals for Honors
students are and the best ways to help those students
reach them. As a result of those discussions, we have asked
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the John Templeton Foundation for funds to support a
research project that will investigate how Honors students
from UMaine and Baylor develop intellectually and in
personal virtues through their time in the Honors College.
We plan to look at how students develop intellectual
humility, become more tolerant of ambiguity, and become
more open to new experiences and ideas across their time
in our curriculum. Perhaps most importantly, we want
to understand the parts of the Honors experience that
contribute most to this kind of personal growth to help
students achieve even more of it. n

The Comb of the Wind by Eduardo Chillida, a sculpture in San
Sebastián, Spain. Photos courtesy of Jordan LaBouff.

my remarkable year as the 2018-19 Distinguished Visiting
Professor in the Scholars Program at the United States Air
Force Academy. The Academy Scholars Program offers
high-achieving cadets specialized courses and enrichment
experiences in order to help them reach their full intellectual
potentials, much like our Honors College does for students
at UMaine. I taught Scholars World History and the
Scholars Statesmanship courses there, sharing my honors
expertise and learning a great deal along the way.
The Air Force Academy focuses intensively on faculty
development and learner-centered pedagogy. I completed
the USAFA Dean’s Teaching Certificate and have since
integrated a number of innovative lessons learned into my
UMaine classes, including “backward design” approaches
through which students participate in the construction
of academic objectives; “Creative Assessment Techniques”
(CATs) to measure authentic learning; and integration
of student personal narratives so as to foster meaningful
academic engagement. I have co-presented on the latter
pedagogical strategy with the USAFA director of faculty
development at two teaching and learning conferences.
At the academy, I witnessed a profound commitment
to community, fortified by deep collegiality and a keen
sense of common mission. As is the case with our Honors
College, the heart of that community was the impressive
students. Academy cadets floated in the sky, swinging
from parachutes and steering pencil-thin gliders; they
performed umpteen military duties; they travelled often
and widely; they served as intercollegiate athletes and
extracurricular leaders; they performed superlatively in
weighty STEM classes and heady humanities courses.
Like UMaine Honors students, they were hard-working,
slightly exhausted young adults who excelled. It was a
privilege to work with these cadets, as it is a privilege to
teach in Honors, and I look forward to building on and
maintaining connections between the two communities
for years to come. n

From top: Mimi Killinger receiving her USAFA Dean’s Teaching Certificate; Mimi Killinger
in front of the Academy’s Cadet Chapel. Photos courtesy of Mimi Killinger.
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What You Learn When You Go Away

Rethinking the
Domestic as Political

ROB GLOVER
ASSOCIATE PROFESSOR AND CLAS-HONORS
PRECEPTOR OF POLITICAL SCIENCE

The Margaret Chase Smith Recipe Research Collaborative

A

SABBATICAL IS an opportunity to craft new

approaches to teaching and develop new educational
partnerships. During my sabbatical in the spring of 2019,
I initiated a new partnership with Universidade Católica
in Lisbon, Portugal, and will be co-leading an exciting
faculty-led study abroad there to study that country’s drug
policy with Dr. Karyn Sporer, a UMaine criminologist. The
course is slated to begin in the Summer of 2021.
In the late 1990s, Portugal faced an opioid crisis that
mirrors ours today. Nearly 1% of the population was
addicted to heroin, with high rates of drug conviction
and incarceration, and the public health challenges that
stem from illicit IV drug use. In particular, Portugal saw
explosions in its HIV/AIDS and hepatitis C infection rates.
Portugal chose a path of decriminalization, shifting
from harsher criminal penalties for drug possession. Instead,
individuals appear before “dissuasion commissions” with
social workers, mental health professionals, and lawyers
who assess risk to the individual and those around them.
With the resources freed up by reducing incarceration, the
country invested in broad public health measures aimed at
the safety, treatment, and reintegration of those in recovery
into society and the workforce.
By 2015, overdose deaths had decreased by 80%,
and the percentage of individuals in treatment increased

by Rachel Snell

A

S THE first woman to serve in both houses of the

Rob Glover at a café in Lisbon, Portugal.

by over 60%. Decriminalization did not increase drug
consumption; Portugal’s prevalence of drug use is among
the lowest in the European Union.
As we struggle with our own state’s crisis, we must
consider what policies have been effective elsewhere. Our
UMaine Honors students will soon get to learn from
Portugal’s innovative policy experiment engaging with
health professionals, researchers, law-enforcement officials,
and policymakers who were on the front lines of successfully
addressing that country’s crisis. n

U.S. Congress, Margaret Chase Smith secured a
strong legacy in Maine political history through her
more than three decades of service in Washington, D.C.
Born in Skowhegan in 1897 to a working-class family,
Margaret worked tirelessly to rise from her first job at the
local five and dime to the halls of Congress. Following her
graduation from Skowhegan Area High School, Margaret
Chase worked as a teacher, coach, and telephone operator,
and for a newspaper. As a young adult, she was active
in women’s clubs and the Maine Republican Party. In
1930, she married Clyde Smith, a Maine politician and
businessman twenty-one years her senior she first met as
a high school student. Following Clyde Smith’s death in
1940, Margaret Chase Smith fulfilled his wish for her to be

his successor by winning a special election for the remainder
of his congressional term. In the fall of 1940, she won the
seat in her own right, launching her political career that
would end with her defeat in her final campaign in 1972.
In retirement, Smith returned to Skowhegan where she
passed away in 1995.
Margaret Chase Smith is one of the most wellrecognized and well-studied female figures in Maine history,
but few of us would identify her as a homemaker. Most
research on Smith and recognition of her role focuses on
her life in the public sphere as a congresswoman, senator,
and public figure. She was, of course, also a wife, cook,
and homemaker, and she frequently relied on these roles
in her campaigns. During her first campaign for the U.S.
Senate in 1948, Margaret Chase Smith brought a unique

From left: the Rua Augusta Arch in Lisbon, Portugal; an uphill tram in Lisbon, Portugal. Photos courtesy of Rob Glover.
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Senator Margaret Chase Smith eating lobster with Raymond Fogler and Clifford McIntire, April 1955.
Photo provided by the Margaret Chase Smith Library Collection.
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Senator Smith’s
Rinktum Ditty

Student Experience

Harley Rogers ‘20, Political Science
THE COLLABORATIVE has provided me with the
“support
and connections I needed to jump into my Honors
thesis research. It has been great to have a space where I can
learn from the individuals around me, while I can also share
my own findings. My research through the collaborative has
given me the opportunity to combine my interests in politics,
history, and food in order to satisfy my capstone and thesis
requirements. I also look forward to being able to display my
completed research in future graduate school applications.”
Harley Rogers ‘20 discusses her
ideas for the collaborative.
Photo by Melissa Ladenheim.

At a Glance:
The Margaret Chase
Smith Recipe Research
Collaborative
The MCS Recipe Research
Collaborative is committed to
interrogating wicked problems
at the intersections of food,
identities, and politics. Through
teaching, research, and public
outreach/scholarship, we use
foodways as a lens to examine
power, gender expectations,
identity construction, and
community building.
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set of skills and experience. As the first woman to be
elected to the chamber, rather than inherit the seat from
her deceased husband, Smith faced frequent questions
about the suitability of a woman for the office. When
questioned by the wife of her opponent, Smith replied,
“Women administer the home. They set the rules, enforce
them, mete out justice for violations. Thus, like Congress,
they legislate; like the Executive, they administer; like the
courts, they interpret the rules. It is an ideal experience
for politics.” While she would assure her constituents
she was “no feminist” and would be “objective and free of
any emphasis on feminine interest,” there is no denying
her belief that her gender provided her with a unique
capacity for politics.
A focus on her political career has dominated the
memory and study of Smith; however, a new group of
researchers at the University of Maine seeks to delve
into her recipe collection for new insights into both her
personal and public persona and how the balance of
the two contributed to her success as a political leader.

Supported by the Honors College and the Margaret Chase
Smith Policy Center, the Margaret Chase Smith Recipe Research
Collaborative (MCSRRC) formed in the fall of 2018 to support
an interdisciplinary group of students and faculty interested in
issues of food, politics, history, gender, the environment, and
their intersections. Members of the group feel that the study
of Smith’s recipes provides insights on the platform that Smith
believed made her well-suited to serve in Congress. Their
research also holds the potential to examine the roles of identity
and food in politics more broadly.
Co-founded by Rachel Snell, a lecturer in the Honors
College, and Amy Blackstone, a professor in the Department
of Sociology and Margaret Chase Smith Policy Center, the
primary objective of the MCSRRC is to foster collaborative,
interdisciplinary student and faculty research aimed at the
production of a published collection of Sen. Smith’s recipes and
an increased awareness of the ties between identity, food, and
politics. Members represent a wide range of disciplines including
history, sociology, folklore, anthropology, public policy, food
science, and business. The collaborative has fostered a number
of student projects and presentations, often working closely with
faculty members. At the annual meeting for the Association for
the Study of Food and Society in Alaska in June 2018, faculty
members Dr. Amy Blackstone, Dr. Rachel Snell, and Dr. Amber
Tierney (Assistant Professor of Sociology) joined Business
Management major and Honors student Makenzie Baber to
present on the collaborative’s initial research into Smith’s recipes.
Political Science major, Harley Rogers’ Honors thesis, “Female
Political Campaigns: Just the Right Amount of Femininity,”
emerged from her work with the MCSRRC and was presented
at the National Collegiate Honors Council Conference in New
Orleans in November 2019. n

From top: A scanned image of Smith’s original recipe card, courtesy
of the Margaret Chase Smith Library Collection; Harley Rogers ‘20
(left) and Dr. Rachel Snell of the collaborative prepare the Rinktum
Ditty. Photo by Melissa Ladenheim.

S

MITH’S PERSONAL recipe collection contains 157 recipes
handwritten or typed on index cards. The recipes in the box
are divided into fifteen categories with recipes for biscuits and
breads, cakes, cookies, seafood, salad dressings, and casseroles
dominating. Within the casserole section is a curious recipe for
Rinktum Ditty or a tomato cheddar sauce served on toast or
crackers. A variation on Welsh rarebit, Rinktum Ditty (or ringtum
ditty or rictim chitti) appeared in numerous recipe collections
during the 1930s. Welsh rarebit was a popular dish during
the Great Depression for its inexpensive ingredients, ease of
preparation, and ability to stretch to serve many. Prohibition
required some ingenuity with the original recipes and a number
of variations emerged, one of the most popular being Rinktum
Ditty. The dish was a staple for Smith, frequently prepared for a
simple supper after a busy day in the Senate.
Members of the collaborative prepared and sampled Smith’s
recipe for Rinktum Ditty during a retreat weekend at the Schoodic
Institute. We invite you to sample one of Smith’s stalwarts.
honors.umaine.edu
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Educated by Tara Westover
The 2019 Honors Read

by Jim Gallagher, Associate Professor Emeritus of Sociology
and former Honors Preceptor

Honors Traditions

In Memoriam:
Steve Cohn

O

N JULY 29, 2019, Steve Cohn died and the University of Maine

“Dr. Cohn was a true teacher. He brought an
enthusiasm and grace to the classroom that
benefited generations of students at the University
of Maine. More than anything else, Dr. Cohn taught
us to care, to care about people even if we would
never meet them, and to care about places even
if we might never visit them. His capacities were
remarkable, wonderful, and profound.”
–Adam Crowley ‘01H, Honors Preceptor

“It’s challenging to summarize the ways Steve
impacted my life in a few words. He moved
through life with intention and purpose and
inspired me to try to do the same. Steve was a
teacher, employer, mentor, and dear friend. As
a follower of Mata Amritanandamayi, he was
devoted to learning how to love selflessly. His
charity, kindness, and teachings left a lasting
impression on the lives of so many people.
Steve, you are missed!”
–Molly Hunt ‘15H, former Honors Associate
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and the Honors College lost one of its best educators. Please
join me in remembering and cherishing what Steve gave to the
university, and particularly to the Honors College.
Steve and I first met in 1971 when we were hired by the Department
of Sociology. It would be impossible to pay tribute to Steve’s work over all
those years; therefore, I am going to look at Steve the educator, particularly
Steve the educator who pursued his calling in Honors. Honors, either as
a program or a college, provided the structure for much of his work and
provided the meaning and purpose for most of it. For Steve, the meaning
of Honors was that education must be a constant process of asking the
question and seeking the answer, with the knowledge that the answer is
always uncertain. Some of the most successful seeking takes place in a
community of learning, such as the Honors College, where the process is
shared. Every member of this community of educators, whether student,
staff, or faculty, is on a lifelong journey, on a lifelong quest for truth that
yields knowledge that must always be uncertain. Steve’s particular journey
with the Honors model was, and still is, an inspiration to all of us.
Steve was a man of ideas who was both a learner and a teacher. His
knowledge was both far-reaching and deep, and his ability to help others
in accessing these ideas on their journey was central to making him the
teacher he was. Being a learner with a strong sense of uncertainty and
the accompanying sense of wonder where that uncertainty could lead,
made him the educator he was for his entire life. Steve the educator was
guiding his fellow residents in the assisted-living place, where he lived,
close to the day he died. Steve’s life journey can be summed up with these
words from T.S. Eliot in his poem “East Coker” from Four Quartets:
Old men ought to be explorers
Here and there does not matter
We must be still and still moving
Into another intensity,
For a further union, a deeper communion
….......
In my end is my beginning
n

E

DUCATED by Tara Westover was selected as the 2019 Honors Read by students in the Honors Read tutorial

(HON 309) course facilitated by Professor Mark Haggerty. The book is a memoir, where Westover chronicles her life as
a homeschooled girl growing up in a strict survivalist Mormon family in Idaho.
In their letter introducing Educated to the class of 2023, the HON 309 class discusses the transformative themes in the
book: “With her family’s ideals isolating her from social norms, Tara grows up oblivious to modern ideas and perspectives. She
eventually decides to follow one of her siblings and leaves her family to seek a formal education. Upon doing so, she undergoes
a drastic transformation in beliefs and values, profoundly changing her perspective on her own life and identity.”
Educated was nominated by Honors faculty member Sharon Tisher, who said about it: “This is perhaps the most enthralling
book I have ever read...it was an emotional roller coaster of fascination, fury, and triumph.” The story emphasizes the value of
education and the power it has to change one’s life. Students were able to relate to Tara’s journey in many ways, including the
experiences of leaving home, entering a new academic environment, and finding increased personal agency.
The Honors College is grateful for continued support of the Maine Masonic College for the Honors Read program. n
honors.umaine.edu
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Highlighting Student Accomplishments

Student Spotlight

Student Spotlight

Caitlyn Rooms ‘21
International Affairs

M

Y NAME is Caitlyn Rooms, and I am a third-year Honors student. I grew up in a military family,

moving every few years, constantly being exposed to new people, cultures, and ideas. By the
time I was 12, I had lived in five U.S. states and two European countries, Italy and Belgium. This
diverse and ever-changing childhood taught me to make the most of every situation I’m offered, and
the University of Maine Honors College is no exception. Throughout Honors, I have been provided
with wonderful opportunities to interact with gifted peers from a variety of fields, develop my ability
to speak, write, and present, and work closely with the Honors staff both in and out of the classroom.
As an International Affairs Major, the Honors readings helped me to develop a deeper understanding of diverse cultures and political philosophy, and together with my studies within my major,
helped me to secure an internship with the United States Mission to the United Nations this past
summer. During my internship, I was able to help with the conduct of U.S. foreign policy at the
United Nations Headquarters in New York City, where I attended UN Security Council meetings
and other meetings with the U.S. delegates. Since my internship, I have worked to apply the lessons
I learned to my classes and my work as the president of the University of Maine French Club.
Ultimately, I hope to apply the skills I have learned in Honors and in my undergraduate career as a
whole to serving our country by becoming a U.S. Foreign Service Officer. n

Alan Baez works on imaging his immune cell cultures via confocal microscopy. Photo courtesy of Alan Baez.

Alan Baez ‘20 Biochemistry

W

HEN I first started my undergraduate career at the University of Maine, I never expected to be

able to perform actual scientific research. My research journey began thanks to the UMaine
Honors College course on bacteriophage genomics (HON 150). Bacteriophages are viruses that
infect bacteria and through the course I was able to isolate and characterize a new virus (which was
named Sansa after the Game of Thrones character). This opportunity gave me the experience that
I needed to join the toxicology lab of Dr. Julie Gosse where I have been able to perform my most
impactful work. Not too long ago, chemicals could be approved for consumer use by regulatory
agencies without comprehensive studies detailing their possible impact on human and environmental
health. One such chemical is the antimicrobial agent triclosan (TCS) that, until very recently, was
found in a wide range of personal-hygiene products. Myriad epidemiological studies have shown
adverse TCS-induced effects on various tissues and organisms, including immune cells; however, the
mechanism behind these effects has not yet been elucidated. Recently, our lab determined that TCS
inhibits immune cell function by disrupting the electrical charges found within every cell and I was
able to present this research at an international conference. n
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From left: Caitlyn Rooms poses in front of the New York City Subway; Caitlyn snaps a selfie while sitting in the United States seat at the UN.
Photos courtesy of Caitlyn Rooms.
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Student Spotlight

Cole Butler ‘20 Mathematics

W

HEN I entered college as an undeclared engineering major, I did so under the impression that
I would be lost amongst a sea of students in all my classes for most of my time at the University
of Maine. The Honors College appealed to me in that it boasted small classrooms with an engaging
curriculum in subjects that I found interesting, but didn’t have the time to major in. In this way, the
Honors College was perfect for me and is why I stuck with it throughout my college career. Come
to find out, I would not remain an undeclared engineering major—I would not even remain in the
engineering department. No, I ended up settling with a major in mathematics.
The decision to do this was bolstered by my experiences the summer following my sophomore year
when I spent eight weeks at the Mathematical and Theoretical Biology Institute (MTBI) at Arizona
State University. There I attended lectures on topics in mathematics relevant to the field of mathematical
biology and, with four other students, researched the dynamics of MRSA transmission in a hospital
setting and the best means to control it. My group found novel results, and it was the excitement for
this research that eventually convinced me my place was at the interface of mathematics and biology.
The culmination of this passion and my involvement with the Honors College will be a mathematical
model of the opioid epidemic in the state of Maine that I hope will inform public policy moving
forward. This project constitutes my Honors thesis and is something I am excited to work on in the
coming semester. n

Claire Lupien (center) presents her work at her summer 2019 engineering internship. Photo courtesy of Claire Lupien.

Claire Lupien ‘20
Chemical Engineering

M

Y NAME is Claire Lupien, and I’m a senior chemical engineering student working on a creative

writing Honors thesis. I’ve always loved both the humanities and STEM, which has lead to a lot
of hard decisions I’ve had to make in my life, because there are not a lot of pathways that incorporate
both. I decided that I wanted to be a chemical engineer when I was in middle school and I attended
a STEM conference put on by the Girl Scouts at the University of Maine. All through high school, I
worked hard on my science and math classes, but also my other interests: I’m a musician and a singer,
I love theater, and I love to write and learn about literature and social sciences.
When I finally got to UMaine, I was excited that I was accepted into the Honors program
because it gave me the opportunity to explore those interests of literature and humanities alongside
my engineering education. My experience in Honors has always been an escape for me because it has
allowed me to experience something outside the highly math- and science-focused classes of my major.
This influenced my decision to do an Honors thesis outside of my major, to continue being able to
experience both the STEM and humanities in my education. I’m very proud to say that I have received
such a well-rounded education and will enjoy bringing both sides of my education closer together. n

From left: Cole Butler presents his work; Cole with his group at MTBI. Photos courtesy of Cole Butler.
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SUMMER 2019 CENTER FOR UNDERGRADUATE
RESEARCH (CUGR) FELLOWSHIPS
Rachel Bonney ‘20 (Marine Sciences)
Raegan Harrington ‘20 (Psychology)
Hua Lin ‘22 (Engineering Physics; Mathematics)
Kaj Overturf ‘19 (Biology)
Basel White ‘22 (Biomedical Engineering)
2019–20 ACADEMIC YEAR CUGR FELLOWSHIPS
Brianna Ballard ‘20 (History; Anthropology)
Olivia Bradstreet ‘20 (Studio Art)
Cole Butler ‘20 (Mathematics)
Dominique DiSpirito ‘22 (Political Science)
Natalie Harmon ‘20 (Earth Sciences)
Patrick Hurley ‘20 (Ecology & Environmental Sciences)
Noah Moring ‘23 (Business Administration)
Sophia Palangas ‘20 (Communication Sciences and
Disorders)
Samuel Varga ‘20 (Finance; Management)
Benjamin Williams ‘21 (Biochemistry; Microbiology)
2019–20 ACADEMIC YEAR MAINE SPACE GRANT
CONSORTIUM (MSGC) FELLOWSHIPS
Li Mackenzie Ladd ‘22 (Mechanical Engineering)
Hua Lin ‘22 (Engineering Physics; Mathematics)
Jacob Marchio ‘20 (Engineering Physics)
Dylan Taplin ‘22 (Biology)
Basel White ‘22 (Biomedical Engineering)

INBRE Research Awards
The 2019–20 IDeA Network of Biomedical Research
Excellence (INBRE) research fellowships are supported
by a grant from the NIH and are awarded for projects in
biomedical research.
SUMMER 2019 FELLOWSHIPS
Ezekiel Robinson ‘22 (Molecular & Cellular Biology)
Bailey West ‘21 (Biochemistry)
2019–20 JUNIOR YEAR FELLOWSHIPS
Dakota Archambault ‘21 (Microbiology)
Emma Bragdon ‘21 (Biochemistry)
Joshua Passarelli ‘21 (Molecular & Cellular Biology)
Christian Potts ‘21 (Molecular & Cellular Biology)
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CAROLYN E. REED PRE-MEDICAL THESIS
FELLOWSHIP
Betelhem Abay ‘20 (Biomedical Engineering)
RENDLE A. JONES ’65 AND PATRICIA K. JONES ’65
HONORS THESIS FELLOWSHIP
Jessica Sweeney ‘20 (Sociology)
2019-20 HONORS THESIS FELLOWSHIPS
Alan Baez ‘20 (Biochemistry)
Lily Charpentier ‘20 (Biochemistry)
Emma Freeman ‘20 (Microbiology)
Katherine Larochelle ‘20 (Biochemistry; Molecular &
Cellular Biology)
Grace Smith ‘20 (Molecular & Cellular Biology)
Lena Stasiak ‘20 (Zoology)

Charlie Slavin
Research Fund Awards
SPRING 2019 AND FALL 2019
Betelhem Abay ‘20 (Biomedical Engineering)
Alan Baez ‘20 (Biochemistry)
Olivia Bradstreet ‘20 (Studio Art)
Skye Cahoon ‘20 (Zoology)
Jack Conant ‘20 (Civil Engineering)
Emma Freeman ‘20 (Microbiology)
Natalie Harmon ‘20 (Earth Sciences)
Katherine Larochelle ‘20 (Biochemistry; Molecular &
Cellular Biology)
Gabrielle Link ‘20 (Wildlife Ecology)
Emma Paradie ‘20 (Biology)
Maura Philippone ‘20 (Communication Sciences
and Disorders)
Nicole Ritchey ‘20 (Marine Science)
Skye Siladi ‘19 (Anthropology)
Samantha Silverbrand ‘19 (Marine Science)
Jessica Sweeney ‘20 (Sociology)
Elizabeth Theriault ‘20 (Journalism; Political Science)
Anna Tyrina ‘19 (Chemistry)
Samuel Varga ‘20 (Finance; Management)
Benjamin Williams ‘21 (Biochemistry; Microbiology)
Jamie Wone ‘20 (English)

THOMAS E. LYNCH ‘38 THESIS SCHOLARSHIP
Renee Clavette ‘20 (Earth Sciences)
Colby Rand ‘20 (Earth Sciences)
Elizabeth Theriault ‘20 (Journalism; Political Science)
BARBARA A. OUELLETTE HONORS THESIS
FELLOWSHIP
Molly Brown ‘20 (Communication Sciences and Disorders)

Special Recognition
The Honors College would like to recognize the following
Honors students for their outstanding achievements
during the 2018–19 academic year.
2019 SALUTATORIAN AND OUTSTANDING
GRADUATING STUDENT, COLLEGE OF NATURAL
SCIENCES, FORESTRY, AND AGRICULTURE
Ana Eliza Souza Cunha ‘19 (Biology)
OUTSTANDING GRADUATING STUDENT, COLLEGE
OF LIBERAL ARTS AND SCIENCES
Thilee Yost ‘19 (Political Science; Philosophy)
OUTSTANDING GRADUATING STUDENT, COLLEGE
OF EDUCATION AND HUMAN DEVELOPMENT
Grace Pouliot ‘19 (Elementary Education)
2019 HONORS COLLEGE SERVICE AWARD
Emma Hutchinson ‘19 (English)
MAINE CAMPUS COMPACT HEART AND SOUL AWARD
Grace Pouliot ‘19 (Elementary Education)
GEORGE J. MITCHELL PEACE SCHOLARSHIP
Bailey West ‘21 (Biochemistry; Molecular & Cellular
Biology), Studying abroad in Ireland Spring 2020

Honors Awards

Honors Awards

CUGR and MSGC Research Awards

STEINMETZ BOOK AWARD
Connor Bolduc ‘22 (Theatre)
Darby Casey ‘22 (Psychology)
Dominique DiSpirito ‘22 (Political Science)
Aaron Dustin ‘22 (Psychology)
Duncan Graham ‘22 (Construction Engineering
Technology)
Abby Logan ‘22 (Secondary Education)
Olivia MacFarlane ‘22 (Secondary Education)
Moira Marston ‘22 (Civil Engineering)
Sarah Meyer-Waldo ‘22 (Mechanical Engineering)
THE JOHN M. REZENDES ANNUAL ETHICS
ESSAY COMPETITION, ADVOCACY AND
ACCOUNTABILITY
1st Place:
Meghan Frisard ‘19 (Women’s, Gender, and Sexuality
Studies; Zoology)
“HELP, I’M TRAPPED: Ethical Patient Advocacy in the Age
of TRAP Laws”
Finalists:
Christopher Burke ‘22 (Computer Engineering)
Dominique DiSpirito ‘22 (Political Science)

Scholarships and Fellowships
BILL AND BETSY PULLEN LEITCH ‘55 TRAVEL FUND
Caleigh Charlebois ‘21 (Zoology)
Maeve Dineen ‘22 (Civil Engineering)
Dominique DiSpirito ‘22 (Political Science)
Keely Gonyea ‘20 (Media Studies)
Michael Jones ‘19 (Mechanical Engineering)
Stephen Kaplan ‘22 (Computer Science)
Alexander Reppond ‘19 (Psychology)
Colby Rand ‘20 (Earth Sciences)
Lauren Ryan ‘20 (Biomedical Engineering)
Llewellyn Searing ‘22 (Mathematics; International Affairs)
Sierra Semmel ‘20 (Journalism)
Skye Siladi ‘19 (Anthropology)
Grace Smith ‘20 (Molecular & Cellular Biology)
Jessica Sweeney ‘20 (Sociology)
Sara Todd ‘22 (Nursing)
Sierra Yost ‘20 (Chemical Engineering)
ROBERT B. THOMSON MEMORIAL
THESIS FELLOWSHIP
Ivy Flessen ‘21 (Political Science)
Olivia Bradstreet ‘20 (Studio Art)
honors.umaine.edu
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Tackling New Perspectives in America’s Least Diverse
State - Mark Haggerty, Margaret Aydlett, Julia Casey

STANHOPE STUDY ABROAD FELLOWSHIP
Patrick White ‘21 (Political Science)

Disruptive Joy: Ideas that Thrill Students and Faculty
François Amar, Kirsten Bartels (Northwestern State
University), J.D. Bowers (University of Missouri), Jeffrey
Chamberlain (University of North Florida), Kristine Miller
(Utah State University)

MARK R. HASKELL AND KATHERINE Z. HASKELL
SCHOLARSHIP
Dominique DiSpirito ‘22 (Political Science)
PROFESSOR MELVIN GERSHMAN SCHOLARSHIP
Emily McLaughlin ‘21 (Microbiology; Spanish)

Events
SPRING 2019 MAINE MASONIC CELEBRATION OF
ARTS AND SCIENCES PRESENTERS:
Matthew Ahearn ‘19 (Finance) The Underwriter Effect:
How Underwriters Influence the Amount of Money Left
on the Table for Initial Public Offerings
Connor Bouffard ‘19 (Mechanical Engineering)
An Upper Extremity Exoskeleton Utilizing a Modified
Double Parallelogram Linkage Mechanism with
Proximally Located Actuators
Kimberly Crowley ‘19 (English) The Personal is Poetic: A
Case for Poetry Therapy
Melissa Garand ‘19 (International Affairs) Immigration
in the Context of Religion with Case Studies of France
and Hungary
Michael Jones ‘19 (Mechanical Engineering) A Shoulder
Mechanism for Assisting Upper Arm Function With
Distally Located Actuators
Benjamin Tero ‘19 (Molecular & Cellular Biology)
Protein-Protein Interactions in Group B Streptococcus

2019 National Collegiate Honors
Council Conference, New Orleans, LA
PRESENTATIONS:
Building a Holistic Honors Curriculum - Mark Haggerty,
Michael Grillo, Chris Mares, Tom Adams, Margaret Aydlett,
Julia Casey
Civilization Spotified: Connecting the Reading List
with the Playlist - Melissa Ladenheim, Hao Hong, Abigail
Muscat, Sarah Welch
Must See TV: Using the Power of Creation to Imagine
the Future of Social Justice on Television - Jennie
Woodard, Maddy Jackson, Elizabeth Theriault
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Making the Honors Experience a Little Sweeter:
An Interdisciplinary Approach to Honors Education
through Collaborative Community Partnerships in the
Maple and Honey Industries in Maine - Sara Velardi,
Julia McGuire, Hunter Merchant, Patrick Hurley
Project Q: Disrupting the Heteronormative Education
in the Honors Curriculum - Jennie Woodard, Samantha
Jones, Aiden Ciaffaglione
POSTERS:
Female Political Campaigns: Just the Right Amount of
Femininity - Harley Rogers
Hand and Mind: An Artist’s Tools Applied to Honors
Samantha Jones, Brianna Ballard, Raegan Harrington
How Does Weather Affect Eastern Wild Turkey Roost
Site Selection in Maine? - Kaj Overturf
Identification of Novel Regulatory Genes with Roles
in Muscular Dystrophy - Grace Smith
Incorporating the Community Capitals Framework:
An Innovative Approach to Building Community
Partnerships and Integrating Place-Based Research in
Honors Education - Sara Velardi, Jessica Leahy, Kourtney
Collum (College of the Atlantic), Melissa Ladenheim,
Julia McGuire
What’s so Great about the Great Books?: Disrupting
the Western Canon and Broadening Perspectives in
Honors Education - Joshua Jones, Sarah Marcotte

Honors College Scholar-Athletes
2018-2019
Hannah Belleville
Alexandria Bromley
Kellen Doyle
Kelby Drews
Sean Driscoll
Susannah Gaines
Lucy Guarnieri
Cassidy Hill
Emmaeve Jourdain

Madeline Kimble
Kora Kukk
Kate Macolini
Abigail Mulligan
Maija Overturf
Tuuli Overturf
Andrew Plese
Emily Reid
Alainna Sharp

Cameron Spicer
Dalton Sousa
Heather Sterchele
Caroline Strolic
Tiffany Tanner
Brittany Torchia
Kendall Willard
Sierra Yost

2019-2020 HONORS ASSOCIATES

B

ONDED by their shared passions for office
decor, music, and Honors-related memes,
Kim Crowley and Cara Doiron stepped into the
role of Honors Associate with enthusiasm and
creative, upbeat energy!
Kim Crowley graduated in May 2019 with a
degree in English, concentration in professional
and technical writing, and minor in marketing.
As an Honors student, Kim completed a creative
research thesis titled “The Personal is Poetic: A
Case for Poetry Therapy.” The hybrid creativeresearch project explores and deconstructs the
history, models, and therapeutic qualities of
poetry therapy through an autoethnographic
Cara Doiron ‘18H and Kim Crowley ‘19H
lens of loss and growth.
As an Honors Associate, Kim loves talking with students one on one and learning about their passions. She has also focused on
reinvigorating the Honors College’s social media accounts, in an effort to share Honors student and faculty experiences with the world. In
the future, Kim hopes to pursue a career in nonprofit communications and development with a specific focus on sustainable food systems
and anti-hunger nonprofits.
Cara Doiron graduated in May 2018 with a degree in finance, concentration in entrepreneurship, and a minor in graphic design. As an
Honors student, Cara did a creative thesis designing and sewing clothing entitled “Constructing Identity Through the Lens of Fashion.” In
the year following her graduation, Cara moved to Boston and worked in marketing at a large e-commerce company, before deciding that
Maine is ultimately where she wanted to be.
While Cara has enjoyed nearly every part of the Honors Associate role, one of her favorite parts has been graphic design work
including this issue of Minerva, event posters, the weekly student newsletter, and the Honors website. She also loves working with the firstyear students and making announcements a more exciting part of their weekly lecture. After finishing her time as an Honors Associate,
Cara hopes to travel and pursue a career in higher education or the arts (or possibly a combination of the two). n

Staff Snapshots
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ASPIRATIONS SCHOLARSHIP
Kristin Davies ‘21 (Child Development and Family Relations)

MEET KRISTIN BEEBE
HONORS ADMINISTRATIVE SPECIALIST

M

y journey with the UMaine Honors College began on April 16, 2019.
I had the enormous pleasure of working with my predecessor,
Deb Small, for a few weeks before she moved on to her well-deserved
retirement. This time helped me realize what big shoes I had to fill, and
I’m tremendously grateful for the opportunity! I’m looking forward to
picking up where Deb left off in my position as Administrative Specialist;
I’m already enjoying working with our students. If I can give our new
(and older!) students one piece of advice, it is this: Ask your questions!
And ask them today rather than later. It’s my job to help you find the
information you need to have a successful academic career here in the
Honors College.
A little about me: I grew up in Michigan with my five brothers, two
sisters, amazing parents, and several cats. I graduated from Michigan’s
Grand Valley State University and from their Honors College, with a
degree in Hospitality and Tourism Management, along with a minor
in Business. I spent 11 years managing hotels and assisting with the
openings of three different properties before my husband and I moved
to Maine. Thomas is an audiologist at a local clinic, and we are actively
enjoying our adventures here—rowing on Pushaw Lake, white-water
canoeing on the Penobscot, hiking the Gulf Hagas trail, and sailing the
coast are a few of our favorites. n
honors.umaine.edu
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2019 Honors Index
89 graduates from the 2019 Honors class at a glance

3.73
46
15
26
27
50
66
18
25
17
61
Minerva 2019

Average GPA
Graduates who presented
at an academic conference
Graduates who
are published authors
Graduates nominated
to Phi Beta Kappa
Graduates
who studied abroad

Graduates from Maine
Graduates who plan to
attend graduate school
Graduates who were members
of a Greek organization

Graduates who participated
in theater, dance, or music
Graduates with a
double major
Graduates who lived in Honors
housing at least one semester

75
54
22
7
50
39
6
39
34
7
3

Graduates who
worked while in school
Graduates who were officers in
a student organization
Graduates who
attended an Honors trip
Graduates inducted into
Phi Kappa Phi

Matthew Ahearn

Kara Aiken

Nicholas Aiken

Finance

Wildlife Ecology

Electrical Engineering

Medway, Massachusetts

Westford, Massachusetts

Sheffield, Vermont

Medway High School

Westford Academy

Lyndon Institute

THESIS: The Underwriter Effect: How

THESIS: Personality in Small Mammals: From

Prestigious Investment Banks Influence the
Amount of Money Left on the Table for IPOs

Home Range to Microhabitat Selection

THESIS: VHF Near Field Antenna Design
for Wireless Sensing Applications in Harsh
Environments

Advisor: Stephen Jurich
Thesis Description: This study analyzed
the relationship between 2015 IPOs’
underwriters and how much money was left
on the table as a result of underpricing.

Graduates who completed
a tutorial alternative

Advisors: Alessio Mortelliti, Allison Brehm
Thesis Description: Animal personality is
defined as the different behavioral tendencies
of individuals. Open field tests were used
to determine several personality traits in
small mammals, including boldness and
level of exploration. Previous studies show
that individuals with different personalities
interact with their environments differently.
Home range and microhabitat selection
are two such factors that are likely to be
influenced by personality.

Advisor: Mauricio Pereira da Cunha
Thesis Description: This thesis describes the
optimization of the wireless communication
link between an interrogating antenna
and a sensing antenna connected to a
surface acoustic wave (SAW) sensor for
harsh environment applications in which
temperatures approach 1000°C. Wireless
operation expands the potential applications
for SAW sensors. The research investigates
antenna and circuit design changes to improve
the wireless communication system.

Graduates from out of state
Graduates from the College of
Education and Human Development
Graduates from the College of Natural
Sciences, Forestry, and Agriculture
Graduates from the College of
Liberal Arts and Sciences

Zachary Applebee

Bailee Bartash

Brawley Benson

Chemical Engineering

Electrical Engineering

International Affairs

Orono, Maine

Lincoln, Maine

Greenbush, Maine

Orono High School

John Bapst Memorial High School

Orono High School

THESIS: Techno-Economics of a Seaweed

THESIS: A Layman’s Guide to Malignancies

THESIS: Evaluating Sustainable Decision

Extraction Process
Advisor: Peter van Walsum

Graduates from the
College of Engineering
Graduates from the
Maine Business School

Thesis Description: My thesis is foremost a
technical and economic analysis to determine
the feasibility of performing a lab-scale
extraction of three seaweed polysaccharides
(laminarin, fucoidan, and alginate) on an
industrial level.

Advisor: Duane Hanselman
Thesis Description: A Layman’s Guide to
Malignancies is cancer and cancer research
in everyday terms. Cancer is an extremely
prevalent disease in modern medicine,
though few people outside of the science and
medical community have the background
to understand how it works. This thesis is
meant to bridge the gap of understanding
so everyday people can comprehend cancer,
treatment, and research.

Making on Water Resources: Comparing
Cooperation around the Aral Sea and
Penobscot River
Advisor: Bridie McGreavy
Thesis Description: This thesis analyzed
cooperative processes around the Penobscot
River in Maine and the Aral Sea in Central
Asia, focusing primarily on how actors
achieve peace and security in contexts where
water is a major interest.

honors.umaine.edu
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Connor Bouffard

James Brown

Grant Carrier

International Affairs

Mechanical Engineering

Psychology; Sociology

Belfast, Maine

Biddeford, Maine

Scarsdale, New York

Belfast Area High School

Biddeford High School

THESIS: A Model for Student Success: How
Immigrant/First-Generation Teachers Use Cultural
Identity and Experience in Pedagogical Practices
with Immigrant/First-Generation Youth
Advisor: Linda Silka

Advisor: Babak Hejrati

Thesis Description: The purpose of this research
was to identify how immigrant/first-generation
educators foster engagement and success in
immigrant/first-generation youth. Field research
done at California charter schools showed that
through implementation of pedagogical practices
and school models that emphasize students’
identities and cultural backgrounds, higher levels
of student engagement and success occur.

Thesis Description: The goal of this thesis was
to design and prototype a wearable shoulder
exoskeleton for rehabilitation purposes.

Erin Butts

Michael Buyaskas

Dexter Canning

Communications; Theatre

Wildlife Ecology

Brunswick, Maine

Clifton Park, New York

Minerva 2019

Courtney Daly

Accounting; Finance

English

Communication Sciences & Disorders

Falmouth, Maine

Newport, Oregon

Scarborough, Maine

Edgemont High School

Saint Dominic Academy

Morse High School

Scarborough High School

THESIS: An Upper Extremity Exoskeleton

THESIS: Terrorism in Context: The Stories We

THESIS: Pay For Performance: Do Higher

THESIS: The Personal is Poetic: A Case for

Utilizing a Modified Double Parallelogram
Linkage Mechanism with Proximally Located
Actuators

Tell Ourselves

Expense Ratios of Levered and Inverse ETFs
Lead to Lower Tracking Error?

Poetry Therapy

THESIS: Impact of Television on the
Language Development of Young Children

Advisor: Jennie Woodard

Advisor: Jane Puhlman

Thesis Description: My thesis analyzed
levered and inversely levered ETFs and their
performance relative to their objectives
(inverse, 2x, and 3x returns). These financial
instruments can be confusing even to
professional investors, and we set out to dig
through the mess to better understand how
LETFs meet or fail to meet their investment
goals.

Thesis Description: My thesis explores
and deconstructs the history, models, and
therapeutic qualities of poetry therapy
through an autoethnographic lens of loss
and growth. Inspired by the passing of my
mother and my foray into poetry as a form
of therapeutic expression, I dive into the
literature on therapeutic usages of poetry
and illustrate its connections to my writing
and personal experiences.

Thesis Description: This thesis focuses on the
relationship between television exposure
and language output among children ages
three to five, a window of critical language
development. In addition, it investigates the
quality of television programs being watched
by young children, the amount of time spent
watching television, and the roles that
parents and siblings play while coviewing
with a child.

Kiley Davan

Asha DiMatteo-LePape

Lauren Dolinski

Mathematics

Wildlife Ecology

Wildlife Ecology

Ripley, Maine

Cary, North Carolina

Parks, Recreation, and Tourism; Ecology
and Environmental Science

Advisor: Karyn Sporer
Thesis Description: This thesis assessed the
differential treatment of terrorist attacks in
the news media as they varied across the
racial and ethnic lines of the attackers.

August 2019

Advisor: Stephen Jurich

Christian Brothers Academy

Foxcroft Academy

Freeport High School

THESIS: Inanna: A Modern Interpretation

THESIS: Assessing the Effectiveness

THESIS: Predictive Diagnostic Analysis

THESIS: Do Different Methods of

of Attractants to Increase Detection
Probabilities for Northeastern Mammals

of Mammographic Breast Tissue
Microenvironment

Advisor: Alessio Mortelliti

Advisor: Andre Khalil

Thesis Description: I researched the
optimal usage of attractants (bait &
lure) in conjuncture with game cameras
and occupancy modeling for maximizing
detection probability of northeastern
mammalian carnivores.

Thesis Description: This thesis analyzes the
breast microenvironment utilizing statistical
tools.

Communication Impact Undergraduate
Students’ Knowledge, Attitudes, and Beliefs
Towards White-Nose Syndrome in Little
Brown Bats?

Thesis Description: Theater gives playwrights
the opportunity to share their adaptation
of untold stories and allows directors to
add their own interpretations. This stage
adaptation of ancient Sumerian mythology
considers Diane Wolkstein’s Inanna, as
well as tablet translations from Samuel
Noah Kramer, to produce the stories of the
goddess Inanna for a modern audience while
exploring the environment of past retellings.
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Kimberly Crowley

December 2018

Brunswick High School
Advisors: Elizabeth Neiman, Mary Jean
Sedlock

Honors Graduates

Honors Graduates

Lucie Bonneville

Advisor: Carly Sponarski
Thesis Description: White-nose syndrome
has been detrimental to little brown bat
populations. I wanted to know whether 2
types of outreach communication, video or
text, could impact undergraduate student’s
attitudes, beliefs, and knowledge towards
white-nose syndrome in little brown bats and
whether one method had a bigger positive
impact than the other.

Guilford, Vermont
Brattleboro Union High School
THESIS: Risk Perceptions of Moose-Winter

Tick Interactions
Advisor: Sandra De Urioste Stone
Thesis Description: A qualitative approach to
better understand the risk perceptions that
stakeholders (hunters, wildlife managers, and
outfitters) have associated with moosewinter tick interactions and how these
interactions could impact Maine moose
populations, tourism, and outdoor recreation.

August 2019

Easthampton, Massachusetts
Easthampton High School
THESIS: Landscape Factors Affecting

Foraging Flight Altitudes of Great Blue
Heron in Maine; Relevance to Wind Energy
Development
Advisor: Erik Blomberg
Thesis Description: I examined the foraging
altitudes of great blue heron in Maine and
analyzed whether factors such as elevation,
slope, and proximity to wetlands and open
water affected their flight. I then compared
the observed range of altitudes to the range
of wind turbine heights in the state of Maine
to assess potential risks of wind energy
developments to the birds.
honors.umaine.edu
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Madeline Dorr

Sean Driscoll

Emily Gagne

Melissa Garand

Emma Garner

New Media

Mathematics

Zoology

Biology

International Affairs

Biology

Windham, Maine

McLean, Virginia

Haverhill, Massachusetts

Raymond, Maine

Manchester, Maine

Sandown, New Hampshire

Windham High School

McLean High School

Haverhill High School

Windham High School

Maranacook Community High School

Pinkerton Academy

THESIS: Microscopia: A Virtual Museum

THESIS: Fitting the SIR Epidemiological

THESIS: Mmp13 Inhibition Does Not Rescue

THESIS: Immigration in the Context of

Model to Influenza Data

Gmppb-Deficient Zebrafish

THESIS: UCP1 in Bornean Treeshrews

of Organisms Created with SEM
Photogrammetry

Advisor: David Hiebeler

Advisor: Michelle Goody

Advisor: Danielle Levesque

Religion with Case Studies of France and
Hungary

THESIS: Localization of Synapses On
Adipocytes and Stromal Vascular Fraction
Cells in Adipose Tissue Using Electron and
Immunofluorescent Microscopy

Thesis Description: Microscopia is an
interactive museum experience in VR and
AR featuring organisms reconstructed in 3D
by processing scanning electron microscope
images with photogrammetry software.

Thesis Description: This thesis is an
exploration in fitting flu data to the SIR
epidemiological model in order to analyze the
data. This includes solutions or explanations
for potential problems and limitations that
occur when fitting data to this model.

Thesis Description: For my thesis project,
we took a mutant line of gmppb-deficient
zebrafish and attempted to inhibit mmp13
protein to see if we could rescue the mutant
phenotype. This provides insight into the
mechanisms behind gmppb-associated
dystroglycanopathy in an attempt to
understand this newly-discovered form of
muscular dystrophy.

Rachel Emerich

Anna Foster

Meghan Frisard

Dominic Gayton

Emily Gorney

Catherine Gottwalt

Nursing

International Affairs

Economics

Animal and Veterinary Sciences

English; Journalism

Lincoln Park, New Jersey

South Portland, Maine

Zoology; Women’s, Gender, and
Sexuality Studies

Calais, Maine

Sanbornville, New Hampshire

Little Falls, Minnesota

Morris Catholic High School

South Portland High School

Calais High School

Spaulding High School

Little Falls Community High School

THESIS: Pediatric Hospice Care: A Review

THESIS: Variations in Media Framing of U.S.

THESIS: Inpatient Mental Health Services

THESIS: Building A Better Understanding of

THESIS: House of Broken Chords: A Novel

of Hospice Care, its Role in Pediatrics, and
Resources in Maine

Cuba Policy

in Rural Hospitals of the United States and
Canada: A Case Study of Maine and New
Brunswick

Equine Anatomy Through Integrated Learning

Advisor: Sofian Audry

Advisor: Mary Tedesco-Schneck
Thesis Description: My thesis project explores
pediatric hospice care and resources in Maine
through a literature review and interviews
with experienced Maine pediatric nurses.
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Advisor: Mark Brewer
Thesis Description: This thesis looks at the
usage of framing by mainstream media
in regards to U.S.-Cuba policy. Looking
specifically at Obama and Trump’s changes
in policy regarding Cuba, this thesis analyzes
how the media presents these changes in
policy.

Groton, Massachusetts
Groton-Dunstable Regional High School
THESIS: An Intersectional Feminist Approach

to Lyme Disease Epidemiology
Advisor: Allison Gardner
Thesis Description: My thesis analyzed the
relationship between Lyme disease and
socioeconomic factors in the state of Maine
and discussed the ways that people who
experience intersecting oppressed identities
will interact with Lyme disease.

Thesis Description: I studied UCP1 functional
gene loss through time. UCP1 is an
uncoupling protein that separates oxidative
phosphorylation from ATP synthesis. UCP1
regulates hydrogen ions through its channel
and produces heat instead of energy. Some
mammals have lost it, so I investigated
whether Bornean treeshrews still have
functional UCP1.

Advisors: Angela Daley, Todd Gabe
Thesis Description: My thesis compared
the policies surrounding the provision
of inpatient psychiatric services in rural
hospitals in the United States and Canada,
using Maine and New Brunswick as a case
study. Connections between these policies
and mental health outcomes were also
explored.

Advisor: Stefano Tijerina
Thesis Description: Given the backdrop of
rising nationalism and far-right populism,
the position of asylum seekers in the
European Union since 2015 has been placed
under stress in both policy and practice.
This thesis explores how the relationship
between immigration and religion shapes
the immigration process for Muslim asylum
seekers in France & Hungary.

Advisors: Robert Causey, Julia McGuire
Thesis Description: In this study, a group
of high school students was led to build a
model of a horse’s front leg from PVC pipe
and fishing line. They were given a pre-test
and a post-test to evaluate their learning
of equine anatomy and biomechanics. They
were given reflection questions to analyze
the skills they may have learned or built
upon.

Honors Graduates

Honors Graduates

Ian Donnelly

Advisor: Kristy Townsend
Thesis Description: This thesis looked at how
the peripheral nervous system innervates
individual adipocytes and cells in the stromal
vascular fraction (SVF) through synapses
from sympathetic neurons. I imaged blood
vessels, neural structures and SVF cells
using transmission electron microscopy, and
found potential synapsing on adipocytes and
myeloid lineage cells using immunofluorescent
microscopy.

Advisor: Katie Lattari
Thesis Description: House of Broken Chords
is a story of magic realism that follows Clara,
whose galaxy and family are self-destructing.
As she and her friends look to save their
home, Clara learns more about grace and
how such a mighty intangible can offer
healing to all that is dying and broken.

honors.umaine.edu
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Sydney Green

Lucy Guarnieri

Katie Hess

Camilla Horton

Jordan Houdeshell

Nursing

Biology

Biology

Political Science

Biology

Elementary Education; Spanish

Groton, Massachusetts

Manchester, Maine

Belgrade, Maine

Danville, Pennsylvania

North Yarmouth, Maine

Ledyard, Connecticut

Groton-Dunstable Regional High School

Maranacook Community High School

Messalonskee High School

Danville High School

Greely High School

Ledyard High School

THESIS: Barriers to Hospital Food Waste: A

THESIS: Functional Analysis of Amino Acid

THESIS: The Effects of European Fire Ants on

THESIS: Trials and Tribulations of Modern

THESIS: Content Analysis of Addition and

Changes in the Metal Binding Pocket of the
Lyt-R Domain of the CpsA Protein

Blacklegged Ticks in Acadia National Park

THESIS: An Analysis of the Fourth

Pilot Exploratory Study

Amendment and the Role of the Plain View
Doctrine in Cell Phone Privacy

Day Childbirth: A Literature Analysis of
Factors Contributing to the Recent Decline in
Vaginal Birth After Cesarean Delivery

Subtraction from Math Teachers’ Manuals
from Santiago, Chile and Orono, Maine

Advisor: Deborah Saber
Thesis Description: My thesis surveys
hospitals from around Maine on their habits
with food preparation and food waste. The
survey data is used to create a baseline of
knowledge of industry-specific food waste
behaviors and describe potential solutions.

Thesis Description: GBS is a bacterial
pathogen with high mortality rates in
neonates as the bacteria can be passed from
mother to newborn during vaginal delivery.
CpsA protein plays an important role in
production and attachment of the capsule
to the cell, a virulence factor of the bacteria.
Mutations of a single amino acid in the CpsA
protein are examined in this study.

Advisor: Allison Gardner
Thesis Description: I studied how the
presence of an invasive ant species, the
European fire ant, affects blacklegged tick
nymph abundance as well as the percentage
of nymphs infected with the Lyme diseasecausing bacterium. I found that neither
abundance nor nymphal infection prevalence
changed in the presence of the ants.

Advisors: Mark Brewer, Solomon Goldman
Thesis Description: The purpose of my thesis is
to analyze the role of the Fourth Amendment,
specifically the Plain View Doctrine in cell
phone privacy. The thesis will attempt to
answer the question of whether viewing a cell
phone screen can be considered a search in
plain view. To have a better understanding of
the topic, I conducted interviews with police
officers from the surrounding areas and tied
their statements in with current case law.

Advisor: Michelle Goody
Thesis Description: My thesis attempts to
explain the decline in vaginal birth after
cesarean delivery (VBAC) rates in the US since
1996. While there are serious indications for
cesarean delivery, there are more cesareans
performed than medically necessary. I found
that the decline in VBAC is likely due to
factors like maternal fear of labor, risks like
uterine rupture, or provider mentality.

Advisor: Julie DellaMattera
Thesis Description: For my thesis project, I
conducted a content analysis of the math
teachers’ manuals from Santiago, Chile and
Orono, Maine, looking at the verbs used
to inform the teachers’ instruction for the
chapter focused on addition and subtraction.

James Hannigan

Mohammad Hashmi

Lanie Howes

Emma Hutchinson

Michael Jones

Wildlife Ecology

Construction Engineering Technology

Psychology

English

Mechanical Engineering

Pickerington, Ohio

Portland, Maine

Microbiology; Molecular and
Cellular Biology

Athens, Maine

Topsham, Maine

Gray, Maine

Pickerington High School

Cheverus High School

Maine Central Institute

Mt. Ararat High School

Cheverus High School

THESIS: The Effect of Elevation on Factors

THESIS: The Good Family

THESIS: Faking Orgasm: Interviews with

THESIS: A Glimpse of Whimsy: Short

THESIS: A Shoulder Mechanism for Assisting

THESIS: Determining Key Residues of the Lyt-R
Domain in the Streptococcal CpsA Protein

College Women About How, When, and Why
They Pretend to Experience Orgasm

Children’s Stories

Upper Arm Function with Distally Located
Actuators

Advisor: Melody Neely

Advisors: Sandra Caron, Cynthia Erdley

Thesis Description: Group B Streptococcus
(GBS) is a bacteria capable of causing a myriad
of detrimental conditions such as meningitis,
neonatal sepsis, life-long impairments, and even
stillbirth. The GBS capsule helps to facilitate the
organism’s virulence in immunocompromised
individuals. By targeting CpsA, a putative
transcriptional capsule regulator, this research
helps to determine capsular interactions that
are vital to the virulence of GBS.

Thesis Description: This study investigated the
context in which today’s young women fake
orgasm, and also examined reasons for their
faking of orgasm. The way that sexual scripts
and societal pressures influence women
who fake orgasm is key to this study. This
investigation involved in-depth interviews
with 12 college women who were between
19-22 who have faked an orgasm during
sexual intercourse.

Advisor: Hamish Greig
Thesis Description: My thesis examines how
factors such as elevation and population
density affect the body size of adult
caddisflies. Caddisflies are freshwater insects
that build cases for protection. They are
detritivores and provide nutrients through
detritus breakdown. Studying their adult
body size, which is highly correlated to
fecundity, helps us to understand how range
shifts may affect future caddisfly populations.
Minerva 2019

Advisor: Melody Neely

December 2018

Mykayla Hagaman

Influencing Adult Body Size of
Asynarchus nigriculus
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Jennifer Goulding

Advisor: Alan Marks
Thesis Description: The Good Family follows
a group of seven teens participating in the
annual Birth Night Battalia to prove their
Tokien worthiness. It is a novella that aims to
lead itself into a novel throughout my life.

Veazie, Maine
Bangor High School

Advisor: Chris Mares
Thesis Description: A Glimpse of Whimsy is
a collection of children’s literature exploring
themes of child agency and differences in
interpretation.

Advisor: Babak Hejrati
Thesis Description: The thesis describes the
design process of an exoskeleton for shoulder
mobility. This exoskeleton could help a
person regain mobility of their arm and assist
with daily activities. A literature review and
subsequent design iterations were produced
and a final proof of concept was tested.

honors.umaine.edu
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Samantha King

Tal Kleinhause

Jamie Lovley

Lia MacLellan

Finance

Nursing

Wildlife Ecology

Journalism; Psychology

Sustainable Agriculture

Earth and Climate Sciences

Hingham, Massachusetts

Fairfield, Maine

Nir Moshe, Israel

Owl’s Head, Maine

Wareham, Massachusetts

Glenville, NY

Hingham High School

Lawrence High School

Mevo’ot Hanegev High School

Coastal Christian School

Old Rochester Regional High School

Burnt Hills-Ballston Lake High School

THESIS: Sunshine on a Cloudy Day: Evidence

THESIS: An Analysis of Stress in

THESIS: Fire and Blood: Behavior and

THESIS: Effect of Hydroculture Methods on

THESIS: Interglacial Expansion of Alpine

Undergraduate Nursing Students at the
University of Maine

Thermoregulation in Small Nocturnal
Mammals

THESIS: Women’s Mental Health in the 19th

in Support of a Moving Average Strategy
Across Down Markets Using ETFs

Tomato Root Morphology and Anatomy

Glaciers in Garwood Valley, Antarctica

Advisor: Bryan Peterson

Advisor: Brenda Hall

Advisor: Matthew Skaves

Advisor: Patricia Poirier

Advisor: Danielle Levesque

Thesis Description: Within my thesis, I
examine the performance of a trading
algorithm over the last ten years. I compare it
to a conventional buy and hold strategy and
observe that it outperforms in down markets
while outperforming the most on one’s
riskiest investments.

Thesis Description: My thesis analyzes
stress in undergraduate nursing students
at the University of Maine. I compared
the stress and burnout of sophomore and
senior nursing students and used two
surveys to gather results. I also did two
open-ended questions to gather data about
interventions for stress relief and what could
be implemented at this university to help
nursing students cope with stress.

Thesis Description: Behavioral examination of
deer mice (Peromyscus maniculatus) foraging
using an activity maze. Evaluating the effects
of different, increasing temperatures on the
active behavior of small mammals is essential
for establishing vulnerability assessment
for species response to climate change and
can improve our understanding of small
mammals thermoregulation.

Century: An Analysis of Sociocultural Factors
Contributing to Oppression of Women as
Communicated by Influential Female Authors
of the Time

Thesis Description: My thesis project involved
growing tomatoes in hydroponics, aeroponics
and other methods of hydroculture and then
looking at plant roots under a microscope
and measuring hydraulic conductance.

Thesis Description: This thesis is a cosmogenic
nuclide chronology documenting the
behavior of local alpine glaciers. The data
suggested that due to increased precipitation
from an increased capacity for the air masses
above Antarctica to hold water vapor, land
terminating portions of the ice sheet were
expanding in the current interglacial. My data
did not omit the possibility of present-day
expansion.

Klarissa Klier

Desiree Labbe

Kyle Lima

Catherine McDonald

Nicole McGrath

Edward Medeiros

Zoology

Child Development and Family Relations

Wildlife Ecology

Secondary Education; History

Biology

Zoology; International Affairs

Methuen, Massachusetts

North Waterboro, Maine

Ellsworth, Maine

Jonesport, Maine

Hudson, New Hampshire

Rehoboth, Massachusetts

Presentation of Mary Academy

Massabesic High School

Ellsworth High School

Jonesport-Beals High School

THESIS: An Analysis of the Influence a

THESIS: Influence of Environmental

THESIS: The Tower of London Becoming a

Shawsheen Valley Regional Vocational
Technical High School

Dighton-Rehoboth Regional High School

THESIS: Constructing a CpsA Double

Mutant to Determine the Importance of
Capsule Production in Virulence of Group B
Streptococcus

Teacher’s Level of Science-Based Questioning
Had on the Level of Science-Based
Questioning of Students in a
Montessori School

Conditions and Call Playback on
Detection of Eastern Forest Owls During
Standardized Surveys

Tourist Attraction in the 19th century

THESIS: The Impact of New NIH Requirements
on the Preclinical Research Sex Disparity: A
Meta-Analysis

Climate Change Fuels the Crisis in Syria and
the Implications for the World at Large

Advisor: Julie DellaMattera

Thesis Description: For my thesis, we
performed a multispecies occupancy analysis
on owl monitoring data collected from 2004
to 2013 across the state of Maine to examine
the effects of environmental variables,
conspecific and heterospecific playback on
detection, and general survey protocols for
three forest owls: Northern Saw-whet Owl
(Aegolius acadicus), Barred Owl (Strix varia),
and Great Horned Owl (Bubo virginianus).

Advisor: Melody Neely
Thesis Description: Group B Streptococcus is
a zoonotic, Gram-positive, commensal and
invasive bacteria that is the leading cause of
neonatal bacterial infections. While there are
current antibiotic treatment methods, these
treatments can lead to drug resistance. In this
research project, creating a GBS CpsA double
mutant in the LytR extracellular domain was
attempted to determine how the double
mutant affects capsule production.
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John Kay

Thesis Description: This observational study
analyzed the effect that the level of sciencebased questioning the Head Teacher uses has
on the level of science-based questioning
Montessori students use while they are
learning science topics/concepts and/or
using science-related materials. Observations
were performed on preschool-aged students
enrolled in a Montessori school in rural Maine.

Advisor: Erik Blomberg

Advisor: Cynthia Erdley
Thesis Description: This thesis investigates the
sociocultural factors of 19th-century domestic
gender roles as they affected women’s
mental health, specifically in the area of
depression disorders, through literary analysis
of female authors of the time.

Advisor: Stephen Miller
Thesis Description: This thesis is an
examination of the social and economic
conditions of the rising Victorian middle
class that allowed for the Tower of London
to become the tourist attraction we know it
as today.

August 2019

Advisor: Lynn Atkins
Thesis Description: The NIH requires researchers
to study equal proportions of male and female
animals and analyze possible sex differences.
This mandate was enacted in 2016 once it
was brought to light that females are routinely
excluded from research. The 3 most disparate
fields were analyzed. Significant improvements
in the inclusion of females and the analysis of
possible sex differences were observed.

Laura Mattas

August 2019

THESIS: The Most Critical Resource: How

Advisor: Christine Beitl
Thesis Description: My thesis was a study into
the relationship between water scarcity and
the ongoing civil war in Syria. I used Syria as
a cautionary example of how climate change
may be a driving factor for war in the future.

honors.umaine.edu
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Robert Mills

Ryan Moyer

Marine Science

International Affairs

Turner, Maine

Doug Newton

Sadie Novak

Andrew Nolan

Physics

Politcal Science

Chemistry

Earth and Climate Sciences

Orono, Maine

Freeport, ME

Marshfield, Massachusetts

Hampden, Maine

New Rochelle, New York

Leavitt Area High School

Shore Regional High School

Freeport High School

Marshfield High School

Hampden Academy

New Rochelle High School

THESIS: Variations in Antarctic Iceberg Melt

THESIS: Effects of Government Reform

THESIS: Probing the Nature of Student

THESIS: Synthesis of a Fluorescently Tagged

THESIS: Kinematics of the Unprecedentedly-

and Creative Clusters on Chinese
Entrepreneurship

Reasoning Using Modified Chaining Tasks

THESIS: The Rust Belt or the Sun Belt?

Rates in Relation to Southern Ocean Water
Properties

Advisor: Mark Brewer

Bioactive Probe Specific to Neutrophils in a
Zebrafish Model

Short Surge Cycles of Turner Glacier, St. Elisa
Mountains, Alaska, From 1980 to 2017

Advisors: Ellyn Enderlin, Andrew Thomas

Advisor: Cynthia Isenhour

Advisor: Matthew Brichacek

Advisor: Karl Kreutz, Ellyn Enderlin

Thesis Description: This project used repeated
very high-resolution satellite images to
quantify melt rates for icebergs around
Antarctica. We compared iceberg melt rate
patterns to Southern Ocean State Estimate
(SOSE) water temperature and velocity
outputs to utilize in iceberg thermodynamic
equations in an effort to better understand
variations in iceberg melt at the marine
margins of Antarctic glaciers and ice shelves.

Thesis Description: Examined the effects of
government reforms, implemented in the
form of Five-Year Plans, on the development
of entrepreneurial action localized within
designated “creative clusters” in Chinese
cities.

Thesis Description: Fluorescent bioimaging
has proven to be a powerful tool in noninvasively studying biological processes
in living systems. One application of this
technique is being used in a transgenic
zebrafish model to study the innate
immune response to infection of Candida
albicans. This project seeks to produce a
modified version of a previously developed
biofluorescent probe.

Thesis Description: Glacier instabilities
were documented for an Alaskan marineterminating glacier from 1980 to present.
The optical satellite imagery archive was
used to calculate surface velocities, elevation
changes, and terminus position over the time
period. Five previously examined instabilities
were documented as part of the study.

Michaela Murray

Theresa Murray

Andrew Nadeau

Laura Paye

Olivia Pennington

Katie Perry

Ecology; Environmental Science

Nursing

Political Science

Bar Harbor, Maine

Burlington, Massachusetts

Alfred, Maine

Marine Science; Ecology and
Environmental Science

Sociology; Women’s, Gender, and
Sexuality Studies

Mount Desert Island High School

Burlington High School

Thornton Academy

Westfield, Massachusetts

Nobleboro, Maine

THESIS: Heard it Through the Grapevine:

THESIS: The Perceptions of Emergency Room

THESIS: The Future Of United States Digital

Westfield High School

Lincoln Academy

Winery Owners Explain the Role of
Sustainability in Maine’s Emerging Industry

Nurses on Needle Exchange Programs

Copyright Law

THESIS: The Effect of Embryonic Arsenic

THESIS: The Hyde Amendment: An Obstacle

Advisor: Mary Tedesco-Schneck

Advisors: Mark Brewer, Patrick Downey

Exposure on the Sensorimotor Behavior of
Zebrafish

to Seeking Abortion Care in Maine?

Advisor: Mark Haggerty
Thesis Description: Working in partnership
with the Maine Winery Guild, I explore how
sustainability is currently being thought
about and applied by Maine winery owners
with respect to economic, social, and
environmental concerns.
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Emily Miller

Thesis Description: Emergency Department
nurses are on the front lines of providing
health services to people who use injection
drugs (PWUID). In order to examine how the
utilization of Needle Exchange Programs
(NEPs) can be increased, this thesis looked
into these barriers beginning with looking
into the perceptions of emergency room
nurses regarding this topic.

December 2018

Advisor: MacKenzie R. Stetzer
Thesis Description: Research suggests that
poor student performance on certain physics
tasks in education, even after researchbased instruction, may result from the
nature of student reasoning itself than from
conceptual difficulties. In this study, we
explored the relationship between students’
initial impressions of how to approach a
given physics problem and their subsequent
performance on the problem.

Thesis Description: My thesis is an
exploration of digital copyright law and its
implications concerning government and
society.

Thesis Description: My thesis examines six
states which shaped the election of 2016 and
will shape the election of 2020.

Advisor: Rebecca Van Beneden
Thesis Description: This thesis used a
behavioral assay to explore any effects
embryonic arsenic exposure had on visual
function in zebrafish. Controls did not behave
stereotypically, indicating an issue within the
behavioral assay itself. Due to the control
behavior, inferences on arsenic effects could
not be made.

December 2018

Advisor: Mazie Hough
Thesis Description: This thesis examines the
financial barriers preventing low-income
Mainers from accessing abortion care, and
how those obstacles are exaggerated by
the Hyde Amendment which prevents any
federally funded insurance from covering the
procedure.

Secondary Education
Bow, New Hampshire
Bow High School
THESIS: Alternative Worlds: Three Short

Stories
Advisors: Ken Martin, Paige Mitchell
Thesis Description: These short stories
explored different scenarios and worlds
that aren’t too far from today’s reality. After
writing the stories, I looked at the writing
process from an educator’s perspective and
the pedagogical implementations. I also
looked at the importance of writing along
with your students and guiding them through
the process.

honors.umaine.edu
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Bridget Re

Liam Reading

David Rondeau

Olivia Ruhlin

Skye Siladi

Elementary Education

Wildlife Ecology

Studio Art

Biology

Anthropology

Anthropology

South Berwick, Maine

Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania

Bangor, Maine

West Springfield, Massachusetts

Cornish, Maine

Montville, Maine

Marshwood High School

Winchester Thurston School

Bangor High School

West Springfield High School

Sacopee Valley High School

Mount View High School

THESIS: The Attachment Theory: A Content

THESIS: Overwinter Survival Rate of Moose

THESIS: Awakening From A Dream

THESIS: Migrant Farm Work in the State of

(Alces alces) Calves in Relation to Habitat
Composition

THESIS: Synthesis and Application of

Analysis of the Objectives of the Servant
Heart Training Modules

Advisors: Walter Tisdale, Samantha Jones

Cellulose Based Hydrogels for Antibiofouling
in Marine Environments

Maine: Meeting the Community Needs of
Maine’s Working Immigrant Population

Advisor: Julie DellaMattera

Advisor: Sabrina Morano

Advisor: William Gramlich

Advisor: Samuel Hanes

THESIS: Beyond The Sugar Shack: How NonFinancial Forms of Capital Are Conceptualized
by Small- and Medium-Scale Maine Maple
Syrup Producers

Thesis Description: This thesis performed
a content analysis of the educational
objectives associated with the Servant
Heart Research Collaborative’s Attachment
Theory Training Modules. The Servant Heart
Research Collaborative is an ongoing project
associated with the community and Child
Rescue Center of Bo, Sierra Leone.

Thesis Description: Using GPS data from
radio-collared moose calves, provided by
Maine’s Department of Inland Fisheries and
Wildlife, we aimed to assess the influence
of winter habitat composition on overwinter
survival of moose calves in relation to other
biological and environmental factors in two
climatic and geographically distinct regions
of Maine.

Thesis Description: My thesis was based on
the research I carried out in the chemistry
department under Dr. William Gramlich.
The goal of the research was to develop a
sustainably sourced and eco-friendly hydrogel
capable of antibiofouling on marine surfaces.
Biofouling refers to the accumulation of
organisms such as bacteria, algae, and
barnacles on a surface.

Thesis Description: This thesis aims to
highlight some of the key issues faced by
seasonal and year-round migrant farm
workers in Maine, with healthcare being
the primary focus. Through the evaluation
of organizations like Maine Mobile Health
and Mano en Mano, this research illustrates
the importance and necessity of supporting
the healthcare and educational needs of the
migrant farm worker community.

Alexander Reppond

Gwyneth Roberts

Emily Robinson

Samantha Silverbrand

Asher Sizeler-Fletcher

Stanley Small

Psychology

Mathematics; Ecology and Environmental
Sciences

Biochemistry

Marine Science

Political Science

Computer Science

Lincoln, Maine

Bourne, Massachusetts

Montville, Maine

Hampden, Maine

Mattanawcook Academy

Sturgis Charter Public School

Mount View High School

Hampden Academy

THESIS: Discovery of Novel Long Non-

THESIS: Distribution of Shell-Boring

THESIS: A Study of the Impacts of the

THESIS: Exploring Semantic Hierarchies to

Coding RNAs during Zebrafish Caudal Fin
Regeneration

Polychaetes at Shellfish Aquaculture Sites
along the Northeast Coast of the US

Improve Resolution Theorem Proving on
Ontologies

Advisor: Benjamin King

Advisors: Sara Lindsay, Paul Rawson

Citizens United Supreme Court Decision
on Electoral Outcomes in U.S. House of
Representatives Races

Saco, Maine
Thornton Academy
THESIS: Evaluation of the Attachment Theory

Program in Sierra Leone, Africa
Advisors: Julie DellaMattera, Rebecca
Schwartz-Mette
Thesis Description: My thesis is conducting
a program evaluation of the Attachment
Theory Program in Sierra Leone, Africa. This
program is one that I helped to create during
my sophomore and junior year as a part of
the Servant Heart Research Collaborative,
in conjunction with the Honors College. My
evaluation found that the program showed
significant promise, but needs to be further
evaluated.
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Grace Pouliot

August 2019

Cape Elizabeth, Maine
Cape Elizabeth High School
THESIS: Understanding Volume Transport

in the Jordan River: An Application of the
Navier-Stokes Equation
Advisors: Lauren Ross, Thomas Bellsky
Thesis Description: My thesis project studies
the residual flow pattern of the Jordan
River estuary using a combination of in-situ
data and analytical modeling. This idealized
mathematical model is a tool to understand
the structure and mechanisms of these flows,
which govern long-term transport within the
system.

Thesis Description: My thesis is a hand-bound
book of copper etchings and poetry showing
a progression of consciousness.

Thesis Description: The work for this thesis
was a bioinformatic analysis of RNA-seq data
characterizing caudal fin regeneration in the
zebrafish across three amputation planes.
The goal was to identify long non-coding
RNAs (lncRNAs) that had not previously been
annotated for the zebrafish genome, that
may be important for regulation of positional
memory during the regenerative process.

Thesis Description: My thesis research focuses
on the distribution of polychaete pests in
shellfish aquaculture in the Gulf of Maine.
I characterized what species of these pests
were found at 10 different aquaculture sites
using morphology and molecular biology
techniques. Additionally, implications of the
spread of these pests to shellfish aquaculture
was also explored.

Advisor: Mark Brewer
Thesis Description: I analyzed campaign
finance data from the 2006, 2014, 2016, and
2018 election cycles for three categories of
House races. I investigated if candidates with
more outside spending (in individuals races)
are winning more often post-Citizens United
than candidates with more PAC support preCitizens United.

Advisors: Cynthia Isenhour, Jessica Leahy
Thesis Description: At the small and medium
scale, maple syrup production is not very
financially lucrative. This thesis attempts to
understand what factors besides financial
motivate individuals to start or continue maple
syrup operations at this size. Delineating
producers based on status as a first-generation
or multigenerational producer, this thesis
explores how social, cultural, natural, and
human capital are perceived by producers.

Advisor: Torsten Hahmann
Thesis Description: A resolution-theoremprover evaluates the validity of conjectures
against a set of axioms in a knowledge base.
The order in which the axioms within the
knowledge-base are evaluated significantly
impacts the runtime of the program, as the
search-space increases exponentially with
the number of axioms. My research aims to
select relevant axioms within a knowledgebase given a structured relationship between
predicates.
honors.umaine.edu
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Jacob Spaulding

Austin Steward

Anna Tyrina

Olivia Vibert

Ben Waterman

Biology

Economics

Biomedical Engineering

Chemistry

Communication

Physics

Orono, Maine

Brewer, Maine

Colebrook, New Hampshire

Syktyvkar, Russia

Unionville, Connecticut

Yarmouth, Maine

Orono High School

Brewer High School

Colebrook Academy

Telstar High School

Farmington High School

Yarmouth High School

THESIS: Evaluating a Doppler Radar Monitor

THESIS: Fiscal Returns to Public Investment

THESIS: Arsenic Remediation of Maine

THESIS: Health Campaign Plan: Increasing

THESIS: Investigating Ions’ Effects on the

in College Education

Drinking Water

THESIS: Interactions of Gold Thiolates with

for Assessing Honey Bee Colony Health

Protein Disulfides

Familial Conversations About Organ Donation

Fluorescent Protein Dendra2

Advisors: Frank Drummond, Nuri Emanetoglu

Advisor: Philip Trostel

Advisor: Caitlin Howell

Advisor: Alice Bruce

Advisor: Claire Sullivan

Advisor: Samuel Hess

Thesis Description: I evaluated a Doppler
radar as a tool to measure bee colony health
based off of external bee activity.

Thesis Description: My thesis aims to quantify
the fiscal impacts for federal, state, and local
governments generated at increasing levels
of degree attainment. In essence, people
with higher levels of education generate
more taxable revenue (on average) and
rely less upon public assistance programs
(on average) over an average lifetime. Thus,
college education is beneficial to society.

Thesis Description: My thesis looked
into a low-cost, high-fidelity water
filtration technique, specifically focusing
on remediation of arsenic. I combined a
well-studied pre-treatment process with
membrane filtration using a new and unique
method called Liquid-Gated Membranes (or
LGMs). This thesis concluded that LGMs could
filter out larger percentages of arsenic, while
also reducing the effective pore size.

Thesis Description: The work focused on
the interactions of protein disulfides (using
insulin as a model) with gold thiolates,
compounds that are similar in structure and
reactivity to drugs used for the treatment
of rheumatoid arthritis and currently
undergoing testing for the treatment of other
diseases, such as cancer.

Thesis Description: My thesis created a
health campaign plan looking to target
the issue of organ donation by increasing
productive familial conversation about the
topic. This project included a literature review
synthesizing the history of the topic, where
the issue currently stands, and different
communication theories that were used to
create the plan.

Thesis Description: Utilizing a 3D printed
perfusion chamber, we can regulate cellular
environments and test the effects of
environmental parameters on the fluorescent
protein Dendra2. Varying ion concentrations
generates responses in Dendra2’s emission
properties. These responses are helpful in
understanding how we might better utilize
Dendra2 in microscopy applications in order
to obtain higher quality images of presently
inscrutable cellular processes.

Anna Struba

Tiffany Tanner

Lindsay Taylor

Phoebe Welcome

Thilee Yost

Biochemistry; Molecular and Cellular
Biology

International Affairs

Art History

Political Science; Philosophy

Brunswick, Maine

Rockport, Maine

Child Development and Family Relations;
Psychology

Brunswick High School

Camden Hills Regional High School

THESIS: Explaining the Resilience of the

THESIS: The Snake Goddess, Dethroned:
Deconstructing the Work and Legacy of Sir
Arthur Evans

Belfast, Maine
Belfast Area High School
THESIS: Determining the Key Residues for

Capsule Production in the GBS CpsA Protein
Advisor: Melody Neely
Thesis Description: Group B Streptococcus
(GBS) is a common commensal bacterium
in adults and a major cause of meningitis
in newborns. GBS uses a capsular
polysaccharide (CPS) layer to survive the
host’s immune response during infection,
and CPS is regulated by CpsA. To study this
regulation, I made a double CpsA mutant and
analyzed how it changed GBS morphology.
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Ana Eliza Souza Cunha

Minerva 2019

Balochistan Insurgency
Advisor: Asif Nawaz
Thesis Description: The Balochistan
Insurgency is an armed and ethno-nationalist
struggle between Baloch Insurgents and the
Pakistani government. This thesis aims to
analyze why the current and fifth episode of
the insurgency has been far more resilient
than its predecessors, with over fifteen years
of ongoing violence.

Easton, Massachusetts
Oliver Ames High School

August 2019

Damariscotta, Maine
Lincoln Academy
THESIS: Asian American Political

THESIS: The Relations Between Anxiety
Symptoms and Friendships in Adolescence

Incorporation: A Case Study on Hmong
Americans in St. Paul, MN

Advisor: Michael Grillo

Advisor: Rebecca Schwartz-Mette

Advisor: Amy Fried

Thesis Description: This thesis is a
historiographical examination of British
archaeologist Sir Arthur Evans’ discovery,
reconstruction, and interpretation of two
“Snake Goddess” figurines from the Palace
of Minos at Knossos in Crete. This thesis
considers the extent to which popular
nineteenth-century anthropological paradigms
influenced Evans’ interpretations and the
broader impact of Evans’s legacy on the field
of Minoan studies today.

Thesis Description: Adolescents who experience
anxiety symptoms may have trouble navigating
close relationships with peers. In a data
analysis of a larger research project, measures
of anxiety symptoms, depressive symptoms,
and friendship quality were observed in 93
same-gender adolescent friendship dyads.
Results contribute to the existing literature
on the impact of adolescents’ internalizing
symptoms on friendships and the emotional
adjustment of friends.

Thesis Description: My thesis investigates
how Asian Americans have been able to
successfully incorporate themselves into
mainstream American politics. Specifically, I
conducted a qualitative analysis case study
in the Hmong American community in St.
Paul, MN, where Hmong people have become
a major state political force. To do this, I
conducted six interviews with individuals
who are leaders in the Hmong community.
honors.umaine.edu
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OUR GENEROUS donors are essential in helping us enrich the educational opportunities available to our students. Donors’

gifts make possible study abroad opportunities, research funding, thesis fellowships, guest lectures, community engagement,
and conference travel. We truly appreciate all of our supporters, and it is a pleasure to acknowledge the following donors
to the Honors College from July 1, 2018, to June 30, 2019:

Paul Ahearn
Donald Aiken
Elizabeth J. Allan, Ph.D. and Brian
Rahill
François G. Amar, Ph.D.
Anonymous (3)
Eleanor M. Baker and Thomas W.
Saturley, CAI
Philip Barb
Rose Marie Knittel Baron
Paul C. Bauschatz, Ph.D. and
Cathleen M. Bauschatz, Ph.D.
Belfast Rotary Club
Erica E. Bickford
Thomas Bickford
Ronald L. Bissonnette
Dr. Frederick C. Blades
Frederic C. Blow and Dwight Lewis
Ellery W. Bouchard and Dr. May
Blanchette Bouchard
Martha Bowman
Lisa Bresnihan
Mark D. Brewer, Ph.D. and Tammy
Brewer
Sharon Bailey Brinn
David L. Bronson, M.D. and
Kathleen S. Franco, M.D.
Timothy Brooks
Alix Brown
Eric Brown and Jean Camuso
Linda Bryant and Clarence Bryant
Kenneth R. Bundy and Ayesha
Maliwal Bundy
Lt. Col. Peter J. Buotte
A. Pat Burnes, Ph.D.
Dr. Alfred A. Bushway and Esther
McClain Bushway
Beth Clark Bussard and Paul Bussard
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Support and Thank You
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Jennifer Butts and James C. Butts
Linda S. Card
Elizabeth B. Cashman
Pamela Peterson Christie and Harry
S. Christie
Philip M. Coffin, III and Susan Peck
Alexander W. Collins
Eugene D. Cote, III and Lisa
D’Agostine Cote
Dr. Kerry W. Crowley
Daniel L. Cummings and Betsey Mills
Cummings
Patricia A. Cummings and Douglas R.
Marchio
Scott G. Delcourt and Robin J.
Delcourt
Dr. Richard L. Doty and Ruth F.
Doty
Robert H. Edwards and Blythe
Edwards
Paige E. Eggleston
Willard R. Ellis
Renee R. Emerich
Sarah Gamble Erdman and Jonathan
Erdman
Cornelia A. Evans
Betty J. Fadrigon and Eugene S.
Fadrigon
Dr. Edward J. Farmlett and Mary Jane
Farmlett
Fidelity Foundation
Debra Fish and James Fish
Nancy S. Flynn
Dr. Robert D. Franzosa
Barbara L. Gentile
Betsy Gorney
Christina Gottwalt
Steven P. Goulding and Claire
Goulding

Joyce Reed Greenacre and Allen J.
Greenacre
Jeffrey B. Griffiths and Mary E.
Gamage
Emily A. Haddad, Ph.D. and John W.
Erikson
Thomas J. Hanson
Ellen Harris
Mark R. Haskell and Katherine Z.
Haskell
Robert R. Hickman and Anne M.
Hickman
Beth Louise-Elaine Howes and
Michael D. Howes
Dr. James G. Huard
Emma Jean Hutchinson
Dr. Keith W. Hutchison
Islamic Center of Maine
Kimberly Johnston and W. Tad
Johnston
Dr. J. Michael Joly
Derek A. Jones
Rendle A. Jones and Patricia
Kopfmann Jones
Caitlin Church Kiley and Kevin A.
Kiley
Donald J. King
Jodi M. Klimas
Jay S. Knowlton
Phillips Kuhl and Karen Kuhl
Melissa R. Ladenheim, Ph.D.
Dr. Benjamin A. Lakin and Dr. Laura
Kuhl
Monique Marie LaRocque, Ph.D. and
Kreg T. Ettenger, Ph.D.
Corina Larsen and David Larsen
Katie Lattari
Jane Ledyard Lazo and Leo Lazo*
William R. Leitch

Ralph E. Leonard and Joan Leonard
Darah Lerner
Rev. Glenn M. Libby
Jay R. Libby and Kathryn Ward Libby
Anne B. Lichtenwalner, Ph.D.
Dr. Charles W. Little and Mary Little
Samantha Lott Hale and Marcus B.
Hale
William M. Lott and Andrea Hayes
Lott
Sandy Lovley and Shane Lovley
Howard P. Lowell
James M. Lyons
Dr. Jean D. MacRae and Farahad
Dastoor, Ph.D.
Amy Marcotte
James A. Marcotte
Andrew E. Matlins and Paula Butera
Matlins
Sarah J. McPartland-Good and Shawn
E. Good
Peter Mellis and Susan Mellis
Michael Achey Revocable Trust
Clarissa Emily Michalak
Jean Leighton Mileham
Jeffery N. Mills, Ph.D. and Tammy M.
Mills, Ph.D.
Sally Dixon Molloy
Laura L. Ng
Dennis J. O’Donovan and Anne E.
O’Donovan
Old Town Rotary Club
Jacqueline Staples Olson
Deborah Brownell Ouellette
Roberta J. Parritt
Sarah Katherine Paul
Marcia J. Pauls

Jeanne Robbins Peacock
Sarah E. Penley
Joline Ridlon Perkins
Robert B. Perkins
Stanley W. Peterson and Rachel
Peterson
Rosemary Pillsbury
Courtney H. Qi
Robert A. Ray and Joyce Beane Ray
James Redstone
J. Beau Rezendes, Ph.D.
William Rich and Julianna Kremer
George A. Ricker and Margaret Dow
Ricker
Dwight L. Rideout and Jan Lord
Rideout
Trish A. Riley
Seth D. Robertson and Susie Robertson
Baidehi Roy
Jeffrey A. Runge
Robert F. Sherlock
Hon. George Z. Singal and Ruthanne
Striar Singal
Marilyn Leslie Sly
David W. Small and Deborah M. Small
Scott Small and Diane White
Larry D. Smith, Ph.D. and Linda K.
Silka, Ph.D.
Rachel A. Snell and Joseph R. Miller
Solution FM
Bonnie Going Spies and Charles J.
Spies, III
William H. Springer and Christine
Peterka Springer
Peter G. Standley* and Margaret Libby
Standley*
Charles V. Stanhope

M. Ross Thaxter*
The Masonic Charitable Foundation
Dr. Susan E. Thomas
TIAA Charitable
Dr. Matthew C. Townsend and Diane
Dostie Townsend
Robin L. Vannote, Ph.D.
Lauren Wahl
Stephani Nola Walton
Denham S. Ward, M.D., Ph.D. and
Debbie Lipscomb
Martin D. Waterman and Mary F.
Waterman
Stephanie A. Welcomer, Ph.D. and
Mark E. Haggerty, Ph.D.
Barbara Koeritz Wentworth and Roger
A. Wentworth, Jr.
Allan R. Whitmore
Marshall T. Wiebe and Joan Schott
Wiebe
David Wight and Sherrie Wight
Daniel B. Williams and Emily Ann
Cain
David C. Wollstadt

*Deceased
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The 1935
Society
Tea

O

N FRIDAY, Oct. 25, 2019, the Honors College and
Honors College Board of Advocates hosted the
inaugural 1935 Society Tea. The 1935 Society is
a special group of Honors supporters who are recognized
for their engagement with the Honors community and
philanthropic support to the college.
The event brought Honors supporters, alumni, faculty,
and students together to celebrate the Honors College and
its accomplishments. President Joan Ferrini-Mundy assisted
Board of Advocates Chair Charles Stanhope ‘72H and
Dean François Amar in celebrating Judge George Singal
‘67H for receiving the Abram Harris award earlier in the
day (see page 14).
Attendees enjoyed tea, coffee, and pastries as they
mingled, caught up with old friends, and made new
connections. Perhaps the greatest outcome of this event is
how our students were able to meet Honors supporters and
see the individuals who made many Honors scholarship and
travel opportunities possible. n

For more information about supporting the
Honors College, please contact our philanthropy
officer at the University of Maine Foundation:
Paige Holmes
207.581.3564
paige.holmes@maine.edu
From top to bottom: Society member Howard Lowell shares a
moment with senior Honors student Olivia Bradstreet ‘20. Honors
medallion cookies handmade by the College staff; Student
Advisory Board Vice President Dominique DiSpirito ‘22 converses
with Society member Kathryn Gaianguest. Programs for the Tea.
Photos by Kim Crowley.
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Giving to the Honors College
PRIVATE SUPPORT of the University of Maine Honors College enriches the student experience and is vital to the

programs offered.
There are many ways to turn assets into benefits for the college. Gifts can be made in the form of bequests,
outright donations of tangible and intangible assets, pledges, charitable trusts, annuities, retirement funds, and life
insurance proceeds. Gift designations can support scholarships, fellowships, travel, guest lectures, facilities, and other
needs of the students and faculty of the Honors College.
University of Maine Foundation staff are available to assist donors in planning gifts that meet their specific
philanthropic goals.

umainefoundation.org
umainefoundation@maine.edu
Two Alumni Place, Orono, ME 04469-5792
207.581.5100 or 800.982.8503
75 Clearwater Drive, Suite 202, Falmouth, ME 04105-1445
207.253.5172 or 800.449.2629

The University of Maine is an EEO/AA employer, and does not discriminate on the grounds of race, color, religion, sex, sexual orientation, transgender status, gender expression, national origin, citizenship
status, age, disability, genetic information or veteran’s status in employment, education, and all other programs and activities. The following person has been designated to handle inquiries regarding nondiscrimination policies: Director of Equal Opportunity, 101 North Stevens Hall, University of Maine, Orono, ME 04469-5754, 207.581.1226, TTY 711 (Maine Relay System).
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Robert B. Thomson Honors Center
5727 Estabrooke Hall
Orono, ME 04469-5727
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